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Preface
This manual describes how to use Hitachi Automation Director Service
Builder.
□ Intended audience
□ Product version
□ Release notes
□ Document conventions
□ Conventions for storage capacity values
□ Referenced documents
□ Accessing product documentation
□ Getting help
□ Comments
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Intended audience
This document is intended for storage administrators who use Hitachi
Automation Director in the Admin or Developer role.
To use Service Builder, you should be familiar with the Hitachi Automation
Director concepts, terminology, and functionality.

Product version
This document revision applies to Hitachi Automation Director v8.1.4 or later.

Release notes
Read the release notes before installing and using this product. They may
contain requirements or restrictions that are not fully described in this
document or updates or corrections to this document.

Document conventions
This document uses the following typographic conventions:
Convention

Description

Bold

Indicates text on a window, other than the window title, including menus,
menu options, buttons, fields, and labels. Example: Click OK.

Italic

Indicates a variable, which is a placeholder for actual text provided by the
user or system. Example: copy source-file target-file
Note: Angled brackets (< >) are also used to indicate variables.

Monospace

Indicates text that is displayed on screen or entered by the user. Example:
pairdisplay -g oradb

< > angled brackets Indicates a variable, which is a placeholder for actual text provided by the
user or system. Example: pairdisplay -g <group>
Note: Italic font is also used to indicate variables.
[ ] square brackets

Indicates optional values. Example: [ a | b ] indicates that you can choose a,
b, or nothing.

{ } braces

Indicates required or expected values. Example: { a | b } indicates that you
must choose either a or b.

| vertical bar

Indicates that you have a choice between two or more options or arguments.
Examples:
[ a | b ] indicates that you can choose a, b, or nothing.
{ a | b } indicates that you must choose either a or b.

8
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This document uses the following icons to draw attention to information:
Icon

Label

Description

Note

Calls attention to important or additional information.

Tip

Provides helpful information, guidelines, or suggestions for performing
tasks more effectively.

Caution

Warns the user of adverse conditions or consequences (for example,
disruptive operations).

WARNING

Warns the user of severe conditions or consequences (for example,
destructive operations).

Conventions for storage capacity values
Physical storage capacity values (for example, disk drive capacity) are
calculated based on the following values:
Value

Physical capacity unit
1 kilobyte (KB)

1,000 (10 3) bytes

1 megabyte (MB)

1,000 KB or 1,0002 bytes

1 gigabyte (GB)

1,000 MB or 1,0003 bytes

1 terabyte (TB)

1,000 GB or 1,0004 bytes

1 petabyte (PB)

1,000 TB or 1,0005 bytes

1 exabyte (EB)

1,000 PB or 1,0006 bytes

Logical storage capacity values (for example, logical device capacity) are
calculated based on the following values:
Value

Logical capacity unit
1 block

512 bytes

1 KB

1,024 (210) bytes

1 MB

1,024 KB or 1,0242 bytes

1 GB

1,024 MB or 1,0243 bytes

1 TB

1,024 GB or 1,0244 bytes

1 PB

1,024 TB or 1,0245 bytes

1 EB

1,024 PB or 1,0246 bytes
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Referenced documents
The following documents are referenced or contain more information about
the features described in this manual.
• Hitachi Automation Director User Guide, MK-92HC205
• Hitachi Automation Director Installation and Configuration Guide,
MK-92HC204
• Hitachi Automation Director Release Notes, RN-92HC206
• Hitachi Command Suite System Requirements, MK-92HC209

Accessing product documentation
Product user documentation is available on the Hitachi Data Systems Portal:
https://portal.hds.com. Check this site for the most current documentation,
including important updates that may have been made after the release of
the product.

Getting help
Hitachi Data Systems Support Portal is the destination for technical support
of your current or previously-sold storage systems, midrange and enterprise
servers, and combined solution offerings. The Hitachi Data Systems customer
support staff is available 24 hours a day, seven days a week. If you need
technical support, log on to the Hitachi Data Systems Support Portal for
contact information: https://portal.hds.com.
Hitachi Data Systems Community is a new global online community for HDS
customers, partners, independent software vendors, employees, and
prospects. It is an open discussion among these groups about the HDS
portfolio of products and services. It is the destination to get answers,
discover insights, and make connections. The HDS Community complements
our existing Support Portal and support services by providing an area where
you can get answers to non-critical issues and questions. Join the
conversation today! Go to community.hds.com, register, and complete your
profile.

Comments
Please send us your comments on this document to doc.comments@hds.com.
Include the document title and number, including the revision level (for
example, -07), and refer to specific sections and paragraphs whenever
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possible. All comments become the property of Hitachi Data Systems
Corporation.
Thank you!
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1
Overview of Service Builder
Hitachi Automation Director (HAD) provides services that automates storage
provisioning and management. Service Builder allows you to create, edit and
manage a collection of service templates and associated plug-ins that
perform the various tasks required to complete a given operation.
This module covers:
□ About Service Builder
□ Accessing Service Builder
□ Terminology
□ Navigating the interface
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About Service Builder
Service Builder allows you to create and manage the service templates and
associated plug-ins that automate the storage management tasks for a given
operating environment.
Service Builder is a comprehensive tool to design and configure the service
templates upon which the HAD automated services are built. It supports the
use of plug-ins which allow you to easily add features and detailed processes.
Service Builder can create a flow with plug-ins, and package these elements
into a customized service template package. Service templates and plug-ins,
both pre-packaged and customized, can be re-used saving valuable
development time and effort.
As Service Builder is integrated with HAD, there is no need to install HAD on
a separate test environment, and files and folders remain in a central
location. It includes a feature that allows you to test services, plug-ins,
configuration files and mapping parameters before they are released so that
quality and functionality is ensured. With its web interface, you can tailor
service operations and create service templates without the manual effort of
a text editor and technical expertise of XML.
This guide provides the instructions to design and create service templates,
including the plug-ins that create the steps within a service template, using
Service Builder.
The HAD Develop or Admin role is required in order to use Service Builder.
For more information on permissions and user roles, see the Hitachi
Command Suite Automation Director User Guide.
Related concepts
• Accessing Service Builder on page 14
• Terminology on page 15
• Navigating the interface on page 16

Accessing Service Builder
You create, edit and manage the service templates that perform a given
service from the Service Builder Home view.
To access Service Builder, click on Service Builder from the Tools pull-down
menu.
Note: You must have a minimum role of Admin or Develop to view and
access the Tools menu.

14
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For more information on the Service Builder Home screen, see Navigating the
interface on page 16.
For more information on how to log in to HAD and other areas of the GUI, see
the Hitachi Command Suite Automation Director User Guide.
Related concepts
• About Service Builder on page 14
• Terminology on page 15
• Navigating the interface on page 16

Terminology
Below are the terms and definitions used in Service Builder, and a diagram to
illustrate their relationships.
Service template
A service template is the framework of various executable operational
procedures consisting of components, definition files, resource files,
preset property definition files, an icon file, custom files, steps and a
flow. HAD provides pre-packaged service templates and Service Builder
is the tool to customize service templates.
Plug-in
A plug-in is a fundamental component of a service template. It consists
of script files, definition files, resource files, and an icon file to execute
and carry out specific operations. A service template may contain
multiple plug-ins to perform its purpose.
Component
A component is a service template or plug-in that can be added as a
step to a flow.
Flow
The flow defines the processing sequence of components. Each service
template requires a flow.
Step
The step is the executed unit of a flow. Plug-ins are executed at each
step of the flow. A step provides property information at the time of
execution.
Service
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A service is a customized set of automated instructions following a flow.
Services are generated from a pre-packaged or customized service
templates.
Task
A task is the executed instance of a service. Tasks are configured and
executed based on a schedule.

Related concepts
• About Service Builder on page 14
• Accessing Service Builder on page 14
• Navigating the interface on page 16

Navigating the interface
The Service Builder graphical user interface (GUI) is organized into the
following areas.
The Service Builder Home screen provides the options that allow you to
create and manage the service templates and plug-ins.
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The following functions are available to manage service templates:
• Create to create a new service template.
• Edit to modify an existing service template in the Developing state. Opens
the Service Builder view.
• Copy to copy a service template that is either released or the Developing
state.
• View to review service templates that are released and in the Developing
state. Opens the Service Builder - View Mode screen.
• Delete to remove a service template that is in the Developing state.
• Import to import a service template from a given source.
• Export to export a service template.
The following functions are available to manage plug-ins:
• Create to create a new plug-in.
• Edit to modify an existing plug-in that is in the Developing state.
• Copy to copy an existing plug-in that is released or in the Developing
state.
• Delete to remove a plug-in that is released or in the Developing state.
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The Service Builder view is used to create a service template that
incorporates the appropriate plug-in components.

The Service Builder interface elements includes the following views:
• Component view -- Shows the components that are available to be
included in the service template.
• Flow view -- Shows the component steps currently included in the service
template.
• Flow Tree view -- Shows a structured view of the component steps that are
currently added to the service template.
• Step Properties view -- Shows the input and output properties available for
the selected component step as well as general details for the step.
• Flow Steps view -- Shows the flow of steps in the current service template
and provides the ability to edit the flow if necessary.
Related concepts
• About Service Builder on page 14
• Accessing Service Builder on page 14
• Terminology on page 15
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2
Working with service templates
You create and manage service templates by choosing the appropriate option
from the Service Builder Home View screen.
Except when creating a new service template, all of the management options
are presented through the Service Template List dialog.
This module covers:
□ Service template overview
□ Managing service templates
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Service template overview
A custom service template consists of one or multiple components with
command or script information, and input or output definitions. One or more
components are added as steps and arranged in a sequence to form the
operational flow. The service template also requires mapping of input and
output properties to define the data flow. Using property groups and shared
service properties can assist in defining in the input and output properties.
There are two versions of service templates:
When creating a new service template, the service output property
service.errorMessage is added to the service template by default.
• Debug. A newly created service template begins with a debug version.
Testing a service template includes the creation of services and tasks
based upon the debug version of the service template. The service
template resides in the Developing status and can be copied and modified.
If a debug version of a service template is built again, the previous debug
version of the service template and its services are deleted, and the
related tasks are archived. When a debug version of a service template is
released, the debug version of the service template and all the related
services are deleted, and the tasks are archived.
• Released. A released version of a service template has completed testing
and is available under the Released status. New services and tasks can be
created and executed based upon a released service template. Released
service templates can not be edited, but can be copied and modified for
use in another service template.
When managing existing service templates by selecting one of the options (to
edit, copy, view, delete, import, or export a service template), the Service
Template List dialog box provides the interface for selecting the service
template to work with.

Service Template List dialog box
The Service Template List dialog box shows the service templates that can be
accessed from the Service Builder view for a given menu option. It is from
this list that you select the service template to work with when editing,
viewing, copying, deleting, importing, or exporting a service template.
The following table describes the dialog box fields, subfields, and field
groups. A field group is a collection of fields that are related to a specific
action or configuration.
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Table 2-1 Service Template List dialog box
Field

Subfield

Description

Display Name

-

Name for the service template.

Description

-

Description of the service template.

Version

-

Version of the service template.

Tags

-

Tag category associated with the service template.

Vendor Name

-

Vendor name, if applicable, for the service template

A selection of options are provided at the top of the list to find and arrange
the service templates based on the criteria you specify.

Managing service templates
You manage service templates from the Service Builder Home view.
The various service template management options available from the Service
Template Actions menu are covered in the following topics:
•
•
•
•
•

Viewing a service template on page 21
Copying a service template on page 22
Deleting a service template on page 23
Importing a service template on page 24
Exporting a service template on page 25

For details on creating and editing a service template, please see: Creating a
service template on page 35 and Editing a service template on page 36

Viewing a service template
You view service templates that are in the released or development state
from the Service Builder Home screen.
To view an existing service template, follow these steps:
Procedure
1.

2.

From the Service Builder Home screen, under Service Template
Actions, click View.
The Service Template List dialog appears.
From the Service Template List dialog box, select the target service
template and click View.

Result
When viewing a service template, details for the flow and associated
component steps are shown from the Service Builder - View Mode screen.
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Related references
• Service Template List dialog box on page 20

Copying a service template
You copy a service template to create a new version of an existing service
template that you can then modify for your particular operating environment.
You can make a copy of any service template in Released or Developing
status. Each copied service template must be assigned a new Key Name,
Version, or Vendor ID. A service template with the reserved vendor ID
starting with com.hitachi.software.dna requires assigning both a new key
name and vendor ID.
Procedure
1.

2.

3.

From the Service Builder Home screen under the Service Template
Actions menu, click Copy.
The Service Template List dialog box appears.
In the Service Template List dialog box, select the service template
that you want to copy, and click Copy.
The Copy Service Template dialog box appears.
In the Copy Service Template dialog box, enter the basic information
for the service template, then click Save.
The service template is created and the Service Builder view opens.

Result
A new copy of the service template is created and is in the Developing state.
Postrequisites
• After you have created a copy of an existing service template, you can
choose the Edit option to make whatever modifications are necessary for
your environment.
Related references
• Copy Service Template dialog box on page 22

Copy Service Template dialog box
The Copy Service Template dialog box provides the details for a newly copied
service template.
The following table describes the Copy Service Template dialog box fields,
subfields, and field groups. A field group is a collection of fields that are
related to a specific action or configuration.
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Table 2-2 Copy Service Template dialog box
Field

Subfield

Description

Key Name: *

-

Specifies the key name for the copied service template.

Version *

-

Version of the service template.

Vendor ID: *

-

Vendor ID.

Display Name: *

-

Name of the service template that is displayed through the
user interface.

Vendor Name:

-

Vendor name, if applicable, for copied service template.

Description:

-

Description of the copied service template.

Tags:

-

Tag category associated with the service template.

As asterisk (*) indicates a required field.

Deleting a service template
You can delete any service template that is in the Developing state.
To delete a service template in Released status, run the
deleteservicetemplate CLI command. For instructions on running CLI
commands in HAD, see the Hitachi Command Suite Automation Director User
Guide.
Prerequisites
Before you delete a service template in the Developing state, complete the
following steps.
• Stop all the running tasks related to the service template.
• Archive all the tasks related to the service template.
• Delete all the services related to the service template.
Note: It is important to stop and archive all tasks related to the service
template, and to delete all services related to the service template prior to
deleting the service template. A deleted service template cannot be
recovered.
For instructions on performing these steps, see the Hitachi Command Suite
Automation Director User Guide.
Procedure
1.

2.
3.

From the Service Builder Home screen, under the Service Template
Actions menu, click Delete.
The Service Template List appears.
From the Service Template List dialog box, select the target service
template and click Delete.
Click OK to confirm deletion.
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Result
The specified service template is deleted.
Related references
• Service Template List dialog box on page 20

Importing a service template
You import a service template to make use of its service on a given system.
Prerequisites
The service template to be imported must be accessible either on the local
system or via the network. You can export a service template from some
other system in order to make it accessible for import.
Note: In addition to the service templates that are provided by default with
Hitachi Automation Director, there is a collection of other service templates
that are available for import. These templates are in the released state and
can be used immediately without having to go through the build process. For
a listing of service templates, please see: List of built-in services on page
86.
To import a service template, follow these steps:
Procedure
1.

2.
3.

From the Service Builder Home screen, under the Service Template
Actions menu, click Import.
The Import Service Template Package dialog box appears.
From the Import Service Template Package dialog box, click Browse
and specify the name and location of the template to import.
After specifying the template name and location, click Import.

Result
The specified service template is imported.
Note: When importing a service template package, a service component
within the service template is imported as a service template.
Related references
• Import Service Template Package dialog box on page 24

Import Service Template Package dialog box
You can export a service template from one system and then import it to the
current system.
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The following table describes the dialog box fields, subfields, and field groups
for the Import Service Template Package dialog box. A field group is a
collection of fields that are related to a specific action or configuration.

Table 2-3 Import Service Template Package dialog box
Field
File

Subfield
-

Description
Click the Browse button to specify the location and filename
of the service template to be imported.

Exporting a service template
You export a service template to make its service available on another
system.
Prerequisites
The service template to be exported must be accessible either on the local
system or via the network.
Procedure
1.

2.
3.

From the Service Builder Home screen, under the Service Template
Actions menu, click Export.
The Service Template List appears.
From the Service Template List dialog box, select the target service
template and click Export.
Enter the name and location for the exported service template and click
Save.

Result
The service template is exported.
Related references
• Service Template List dialog box on page 20
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3
Working with plug-ins
Plug-ins are a fundamental part of a service template. Each plug-in is
designed with a specific purpose and their use and sequence within a service
template is an important part of the service template operation.
This module covers:
□ Plug-ins overview
□ Managing plug-ins
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Plug-ins overview
One or multiple plug-ins can be inserted in a service template to execute a
command or script. Input and output properties and remote commands can
be set within a plug-in. When using the remote command of a plug-in, the
input property can be passed to a command or a script by specifying an input
property as the argument of a command or script. Plug-ins can be arranged
within a service template to create the flow. Plug-ins are tested and released
with the service template to which they are assigned.
Types of plug-ins
The types of plug-in are described below:
• Released. The released plug-ins include the custom plug-ins that have
been released within a service template. When a development service
template has been released, plug-ins included in the service template
become released plug-ins. Released plug-ins cannot be edited, but can be
copied and modified for use in other service templates. Released plug-ins
and basic plug-ins can be found under the Released tab of the Component
view.
• Developing. Newly created plug-ins and plug-ins that have not completed
testing and the build process are plug-ins in the Developing state.
Components in the Developing state can be copied and modified to use in
other service templates. While in the creation or testing phase,
components in the developing state can be found under the Developing tab
of the Component view.
• Service. A service component is a released service template that has been
imported into HAD. When used as a component and placed into the flow of
another service template, the new service template can incorporate the
flow of the service component. HAD provides a set of built-in service
components along with its built-in services. Service components can be
found under the Service tab of the Component view.
Related references
• Custom Plug-in List dialog box on page 28

Custom Plug-in List dialog box
The Custom Plug-in List dialog box shows the plug-ins that can be accessed
from the Service Builder Home view for a given menu option.
The following table describes the dialog box fields, subfields, and field
groups. A field group is a collection of fields that are related to a specific
action or configuration.
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Table 3-1 Custom Plug-in List dialog box
Field

Subfield

Description

Display Name

-

Name for the plug-in.

Description

-

Description of the plug-in.

Version

-

Version of the plug-in.

Tags

-

Tag category associated with the plug-in.

Vendor Name

-

Vendor name, if applicable, for the plug-in.

A selection of options are provided at the top of the list to find and arrange
the plug-ins based on the criteria you specify.

Managing plug-ins
You can create and manage plug-ins by choosing the appropriate option from
the Custom Plug-in Actions menu.
The various plug-in management options are covered in the following topics:
• Copying a plug-in on page 29
• Deleting a plug-in on page 30
For details on creating and editing a plug-in, please see: Creating a new
plug-in on page 54 and Editing a plug-in on page 56.

Copying a plug-in
You make a copy of a plug-in to create a duplicate version that can be
modified to suit your operating environment.
Any plug-in that is in the Developing or Released state can be copied. The
new copy requires assigning a new vendor ID, plug-in key name, or version
number.
Procedure
1.

2.

3.
4.

From the Service Builder Home screen, under the Custom Plug-in
Actions menu, click Copy.
The Custom Plug-in List dialog box appears.
In the Custom Plug-in List dialog box, select the plug-in that you want
to copy, then click Copy.
The Copy Custom Plug-in dialog box appears.
In the Copy Custom Plug-in dialog box, enter the plug-in information,
then click Save.
Click OK.
The plug-in is created and the Edit Custom Plug-in dialog box opens.
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Result
A new plug-in is created and is in the Developing state.
Postrequisites
• Continue to edit the plug-in.
Related references
• Copy Custom Plug-in dialog box on page 30

Copy Custom Plug-in dialog box
The Copy Custom Plug-in dialog box is used to provide the details when
making a copy of a plug-in.
The following table describes the dialog box fields, subfields, and field
groups. A field group is a collection of fields that are related to a specific
action or configuration.

Table 3-2 Copy Custom Plug-in dialog box
Field

Subfield

Description

Key Name: *

-

Specifies the key name for the copied plug-in.

Version *

-

Version of the plug-in.

Vendor ID: *

-

Vendor ID assigned to the plug-in.

Display Name: *

-

Plug-in name that is shown through the user interface.

Vendor Name:

-

Vendor name, if applicable, for copied plug-in.

Description:

-

Description of the copied plug-in.

Tags:

-

Tag category associated with the plug-in.

When making a copy of a plug-in, you should change the Key Name or
Vendor ID to distinguish the copied version from the original.
Fields marked with an asterisk (*) are required.

Deleting a plug-in
You can delete a plug-in that is no longer needed. A deleted plug-in cannot
be recovered.
Procedure
1.

2.
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Delete a plug-in using one of the following methods:
• From the Service Builder Home screen, under the Custom Plug-in
Actions menu, click Delete.
• From the Actions drop-down list on the Service Builder screen,
choose Custom Plug-in, then Delete.
From the Custom Plug-in List dialog box, choose the plug-in to be
deleted and click Delete.
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Result
The plug-in is deleted.
Related tasks
• Copying a plug-in on page 29
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4
Creating and editing service templates
Creating a custom service template involves starting with a new template, or
copying and editing an existing template. The new or modified service
template is then defined by the components, resource files, preset property
definition files, an icon file, custom files, a flow and service definitions.
This module covers:
□ Service template creation workflow
□ Creating a service template
□ Editing a service template
□ Specifying the data mapping flow
□ Specifying the GUI settings
□ Example of creating a new service template
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Service template creation workflow
Creating a service template involves the following processes:
Phase 1 - Preparation
• Decide on the need and purpose of the service template. Consider the
steps involved to automate the process and determine if the steps require
creating a new template or modifying an existing template.
• Prepare to create the service template. This involves identifying existing
components, or creating new components, preparing icon files, and setting
definition, resource files, preset property definition files, custom files and
flow.
Phase 2 - Creation
• Create the service template as new, or copy and modify an existing service
template, in the Edit Service Builder view. The service template is in the
Developing state.
• Enter the basic information such as the name, ID, vendor name, and
description.
• Create the flow for the service template by adding steps using components
and connecting each step. Set steps and next step conditions (e.g.,
warning and error threshold values).
• Set the flow by connecting the steps in logical order thereby creating
relationships between the steps. Set the component input and output
properties.
• Define the data flow by mapping the input and output properties of the
component with the input and output properties of the service template.
• Set the service definitions with the input and output properties of the
service template. Add shared service properties, property group
information and variables.
Phase 3 - Testing
• Build the service template for testing.
• Perform testing. Create services based on the debug configuration of the
service template.
• Make corrections as the result of testing.
• Rebuild and retest the service template until it performs properly.
Phase 4 - Releasing
• Release the service template. A service template must be in Released
status in order to submit the service template to the operating
environment.

34
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Note: This chapter covers the steps of creating a service template. For
details on testing and releasing a service template, please see Testing and
Releasing on page 73.
Related references
• Custom Plug-in List dialog box on page 28

Creating a service template
You create a new service template to create a customized service that
automates a series of tasks for a particular type of user.
Prerequisites
• Identify which components are required to accomplish the purpose of the
service template.
• Have components (Released or Developing) available for use in the service
template.
Note: Although the procedure for creating a new service template is
described here, you can usually just copy one of the existing service
templates to use as a model and then make whatever modification are
necessary for your particular operating environment.
Procedure
1.
2.

From the Service Template Actions menu, select the Create option.
The Create Service Template dialog opens.
Enter the information for the new service template, and click Save.
The Service Builder view is shown where you can begin creating the new
service template.

Result
A new service template is created with the specified name.
Postrequisites
• Continue to edit the service template by selecting the components from
the list, providing the input and output step properties, and establishing
the flow.
Related references
• Create Service Template dialog box on page 36
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Create Service Template dialog box
When creating a new service template, you supply the relevant details from
the Create Service Template dialog box.
The following table describes the dialog box fields, subfields, and field
groups. A field group is a collection of fields that are related to a specific
action or configuration.
As you enter information in a dialog box, if the information is incorrect, errors
that include a description of the problem appear at the top of the box.

Table 4-1 Create Service Template dialog box
Field
Key Name *

Subfield
-

Description
A unique key name is assigned to each service template for
easy access and tracking.

Version *

-

A version number for the new service template.

Version ID *

-

An ID assigned to the template

Display Name: *

-

Name of the new service template that is shown through
the user interface.

Vendor Name:

-

Vendor name, if applicable.

Description:

-

Description of the new service template.

Tags:

-

Specifies a tag that specifies a category to which the
template is associated.

Fields with an asterisk (*) are required.

Editing a service template
You can edit an existing service template to modify or add details.
Prerequisites
• Identify which components are required to accomplish the purpose of the
service template.
• Have components (Released or Developing) available for use in the service
template.
Procedure
1.

2.
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From the Service Template Actions menu on the Service Builder
Home screen, select the Edit option.
The Service Template List dialog opens.
Select the template to edit, and click Edit.
The Service Builder view is shown where you can begin editing the new
service template.
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Postrequisites
• Continue to edit the service template by selecting the components from
the list, providing the input and output step properties, and establishing
the flow.
Related references
• Create Service Template dialog box on page 36

Specifying the data mapping flow
You specify the component steps and flow for a service template from the
Create Flow tab.
• Creating the steps in a data flow on page 37
• Specifying the Step Properties on page 39
• Setting the process flow on page 42

Creating the steps in a data flow
You create the steps in a service template from the Service Builder by
specifying the appropriate components for a given service.
Prerequisites
• A service template must be open and in the Developing status for editing
or creation from Service Builder.
• Identify which plug-ins are required to accomplish the purpose of the
service template.
• Have components (Released or Developing) available for use in the service
template.
Procedure
1.

2.
3.

From the Component view of Service Builder, click on a component
and drag it to the Flow view and release.
The Create Step dialog box opens.
Enter the information of the step, and click OK.
The component icon appears in the Flow view as a step.
Continue to add steps as needed.
• To delete a step, click on the step icon and press the Delete key.
• To select multiple steps, drag the mouse to create a rectangle
encompassing the targeted steps, or click each step icon while
pressing the Control key to add to the selection.
• To copy a step, right click on the step icon and select the copy menu,
and right click in the same Flow view or in another service template
and select the paste menu.
• To move a step, click the target step icon and drag it to the targeted
area of the Flow view and release.
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• To add a second flow, right click on the target flow in the Flow Tree
view and click Create Flow.
• To exit the Service Builder window, click Close located in the upper
right corner.
4.

Click Save.

Result
Steps are added and saved to the service template.
Postrequisites
• Continue to edit the service template and add a flow that shows the order
in which the steps are executed.
Related references
• Create/Edit Step dialog box on page 38

Create/Edit Step dialog box
You can enter the details associated with a component for a given step in a
service template from the Create/Edit Step dialog box.
The following table describes the dialog box fields, subfields, and field groups
for the Create/Edit Step dialog box. A field group is a collection of fields that
are related to a specific action or configuration.
As you enter information in a dialog box, if the information is incorrect, errors
that include a description of the problem appear at the top of the box.

Table 4-2 Create/Edit Step dialog box
Subfield

Field
Step

Component

Next Step
Conditions
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Description

ID*

The ID of the step.

Display Name*

The name of the step.

Description

A short description of the step.

Display Name

Name assigned to the component

Version

The version of the plug-in. Click the drop-down box to
display choices if more than one version exists.

Vendor Name

The vendor Name associated with the component.

Description

The description of the component.

Key Name

The key name associated with the component.

Vendor ID

The vendor name of the plug-in.

Flow Condition:

Set instructions on when to execute next step. The
choices are:
• Execute next step when exceeds the following
value
• Always execute next step
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Field

Subfield

Description
•

Always terminate at the end of this step

Error Threshold
Value:*

Set a whole number from 0-255 that establishes the
threshold value at which a given conditional step is
executed.

Flow condition in case
of error:

If enabled, executes next step with an error status
when exceeding the Warning Threshold Value.

Warning Threshold
Value:

Required if the Flow condition in case of error is
enabled. Set a whole number from 0-255. If the
return value is less than the Warning Threshold Value
and the Error Threshold Value:, then proceed to
execute the next step. If the return value is equal to
or more than the Warning Threshold Value, but equal
to or less than the Error Threshold Value, then the
task status reflects "Abnormal Detection" while
running and "Failed" when the task is complete. The
Warning Threshold Value number cannot be larger
than the Error Threshold Value.

An asterisk (*) indicates a required field.

Specifying the step properties
You can specify the input and output properties for a given component step
from the Step Properties view.
It is necessary to map the input and output properties of the components for
every step with the input and output properties and variables of the service
template. The input properties of the components used in a service template
should be associated with the input properties or variables, or output
properties of other component steps associated with a service template. The
service template input properties store the input values required to execute a
service. The service template output properties store the execution results of
the service.
The value of the plug-in input property can be the value that has been
previously set for the property, or directly set for the service template. The
input property can also be a variable. Service share properties can be applied
to the input properties.
The output property content depends on the type of component. The result of
executing a step can be stored as output properties. Variables temporarily
hold the values that are passed between components.
The input and output properties of the components are set in the Step
Properties view of the Service Builder view. The input and output properties
and variables for the service template are set in the Edit Service Template
Attributes dialog box.
The following table shows an example of mapping the component properties
with the service template properties:
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Component Properties

Service Template Properties

Step

I/O

Name

Key

Step Name

Input

Property A

Property Key Input

A

I/O

Name

Key

Property A

Property

A
Input

Property B

Key A

Property Key Input

Property B

B
Output

Property C

Key B

Property Key Variable

Property C

C
Step Name

Input

Property C

B
Property D

Property Key Input

Property C

Result A

Property Key Variable

Result A

Property
Key C

Property D

D
Output

Property
Key C

C
Input

Property

Property
Key D

Output

Result A

Result A

Prerequisites
A service template in the Developing state must exist with steps added to the
Flow view.
Procedure
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
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From the Service Builder view, select a step:
• Click on a step in the Flow Step view.
• Click on a step in the Flow view.
A table of the input and output properties appear in the Step Properties
view.
Under the Input tab, enter the Input properties of the step:
• Enter the details directly in the Value column of the table.
• Click ... to enter the details using the Specify Component Input
Property Mapping Parameters dialog box.
Under the Output tab, click ... to enter the details of the output
properties using the Specify Component Output Property Mapping
Parameters dialog box.
Under the Attributes tab, review a summary of the input and output
properties.
Continue to enter the input and output properties as needed.
If necessary, you can choose the appropriate Visibility option that
determines whether or not the selected input property is visible for
config/submit users by selecting either Config/Submit or Private from
the Step Properties view. For output properties, this affects the View
Details. You can also set the visibility that determines whether the
property is visible for both the Config and Submit windows or just for the
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Config window when adding or editing an input property from the GUI
Settings view.
Postrequisites
• Set the service definitions of the service template.
Related references
• Specify Component Input/Output Property for Mapping Parameters dialog
box on page 41

Specify Component Input/Output Property for Mapping Parameters dialog box
You can specify the mapping of input and output properties for the
components incorporated in a service template through the Specify
Component Input/Output Property for Mapping Parameters dialog box.
The following table describes the dialog box fields, subfields, and field
groups. A field group is a collection of fields that are related to a specific
action or configuration.
As you enter information in a dialog box, if the information is incorrect, errors
that include a description of the problem appear at the top of the box.

Table 4-3 Specify Component Input/Output Property for Mapping
Parameters dialog box
Subfield

Field

Description

Key:

-

The input or output property key.

Display Name:

-

The name of the input or output property.

Description:

-

The description of the input or output property.

Setting Method:

-

The setting method can be View Property, Direct Input, or
None. When entering a direct input value, you can click the
Insert Property button to have the value from the specified
property inserted as the value.

Value:

-

Shows the direct input value associated with a given
property.

When specifying component input properties, you can view a listing of plug-in
steps shown under Step Tree for the currently selected component or you can
chose the Show All Steps option to see all component steps associated with
the service template. When specifying component output properties, you can
view a listing of current output properties defined for the service template.
From the Actions pull-down menu, you can chose Select Service Share
Property (only available when specifying input properties) to add a service
share property, Add Input/Output Property to add and input or output
property (depending on whether you are viewing input or output properties),
or Add Variable to add a variable to a specified property group.
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Setting the flow
Mapping the process flow of a service template is performed in the Service
Builder view. Use the Flow view to connect the steps icons and establish a
flow. The Flow Tree view displays the hierarchy of the flow.
The flow can contain one step that connects to two or more steps and
similarly, two or more steps can connect to one step. In this case, the next
step is executed only after every connected step has finished executing.
Prerequisites
A service template in the Developing state must exist with steps added to the
Flow view.
Procedure
1.

2.

From the Service Builder view, connect the steps in the Flow view.
Click on the node of the step icon and drag to the next step icon and
release.
A connection line appears indicating the steps are connected. The arrow
indicates the direction of the flow.
Continue to add connections to steps as needed.
• To delete a connection, click on the targeted connection line and click
the Delete key.

Postrequisites
• Define the input and output properties and enter the mapping parameters.
Related tasks
• Specifying the step properties on page 39

Specifying the GUI settings
You specify the input and output properties, service share properties, and
variables for a service template from the GUI tab. These settings affect how
the various parameters associated with a given template are presented to the
user.
You can also add and edit the property groups which allows you to group the
properties from different components into a given category for presentation
to the user. To add a property group, click on the plus sign (+) in the
Property Group List or click the wrench icon to edit an existing property
group. By clicking the radio button associated with a property group or an
individual property, you can specify Display or Hide to specify whether or not
these items are visible to the user. For more information on the options
available from the GUI Settings view, see the following topics:
• Selecting the service share properties on page 43
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• Adding input properties on page 44
• Adding output properties on page 45
• Adding variables on page 47

Selecting the service share properties
You can add service share properties to a service template by choosing Select
Service Share Property from the GUI Settings view.
A list of share properties that can be assigned to a given property group are
provided for the current service template.
Prerequisites
A service template in the Developing state must exist with steps added to the
Flow view.
Procedure
1.
2.

From the GUI Settings tab, choose Select Service Share Property.
Select the service share property to add to the service template. You can
add a service share property to a particular property group from the
Property Group pull down menu.
• The selected service share property is added to the service template.

Postrequisites
• To set the value for the selected service share property, access the Add
Input Property dialog.
Related references
• Select Service Share Property dialog box on page 43

Select Service Share Property dialog box
You select the service share properties for a given Property Group from the
Select Service Share Property dialog box.
The following table describes the Select Service Share Property dialog box
fields, subfields, and field groups. A field group is a collection of fields that
are related to a specific action or configuration.
As you enter information in a dialog box, if the information is incorrect, errors
that include a description of the problem appear at the top of the box.

Table 4-4 Select Service Share Property dialog box
Subfield

Field
Property

-

Description
Service share property available for inclusion in a service
template.
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Field

Subfield

Description

Description

-

Description of the service share property and its purpose.

Value

-

A value associated with the service share property.

Key

-

A key associated with the service share property.

Property Group

-

Specifies the property group to which the service share
property is to be assigned.

The key associated with the service share property is shown along with a pull
down menu for selecting the Property Group. You can set the values for
service share properties from the Add Input Property dialog box.

Adding input properties
You can specify the input properties for a given property group associated
with a service template from the Create Input Property for Service dialog
box.
A list of input properties is shown.
Prerequisites
A service template in the Developing state must exist with steps added to the
Flow view.
Procedure
1.

2.
3.

From the Property List area of the screen, under the GUI Settings tab,
choose Add Input Property. You can also add input properties from the
Specify Component Input Property Mapping Parameters dialog box
under the Create Flow tab, by clicking ... in the Value field of the Step
Properties area of the screen.
Enter the relevant details for the input properties in the Create Input
Property for Service dialog box.
Click OK to save the specified input property details.
The specified input properties are subsequently reflected in the input
property list.

Related references
• Create/Edit Input Property for Service dialog box on page 44

Create/Edit Input Property for Service dialog box
The following table describes the Create/Edit Input Property for Service
dialog box fields, subfields, and field groups. A field group is a collection of
fields that are related to a specific action or configuration.
As you enter information in a dialog box, if the information is incorrect, errors
that include a description of the problem appear at the top of the box.
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Table 4-5 Create/Edit Input Property for Service dialog box
Field

Subfield

Description

Key: *

-

The input property key.

Display Name: *

-

The name of the input property.

Description:

-

The description of the input property.

Property Group:

-

Select the property group to which the property belongs, or
use reserved.defaultGroup.

Visibility:

-

Chose whether to have the input property displayed on both
the config and submit windows [Config Window and Submit
Window], or just on the config window [Config Window].

Display Settings:

-

Specifies the display setting for the input property. The
choices are:
• Editable
• Read only
• Hide

Service Share
Property:

-

Enable Service Share Property to add the service as a
Service plugin after the release process.

Required:

-

Enable if the property is required.

Data Type:

-

Select a data type of the property: string, boolean, integer,
double date, password, list, composite. Various option are
presented depending on which of the options are chosen.
For instance, if you chose the date option, a calender
interface is provided.

Default Value:

-

Enter the default value of the property. If the data type is
composite, then click the Select button to specify the file
name and location.

Specify List
Items*

-

If the data type is a list, specify the list items.

Minimum Value/
Length:

-

Specifies the minimum value for an integer. If the data type
is string or password, then enter the minimum length of the
property.

Maximum Value/
Length:

-

Specifies the maximum value for an integer. If the data type
is string or password, then enter the maximum length of
the property.

Restricted
Character:

-

If the data type is string or password, then enter the
characters that are not allowed.

Validation:

-

Enter the javascript code that validates the properties.

Fields with an asterisk (*) are required.

Adding output properties
You can specify output properties for a service template from the Create
Output Property for Service dialog box.
A list of properties is shown.
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Prerequisites
A service template in the Developing state must exist with steps added to the
Flow View.
Procedure
1.

2.
3.

From the Property List area of the screen, under the GUI Settings tab,
click Add Output Property. You can also add input properties from the
Specify Component Output Property Mapping Parameters dialog
box under the Create Flow tab, by clicking ... in the Value field of the
Step Properties area of the screen.
Enter the relevant details for the output properties in the Add Output
Properties dialog box.
Click OK to save the specified output property details.
The specified output properties are subsequently reflected in the output
property list.

Related references
• Create/Edit Output Property for Service dialog box on page 46

Create/Edit Output Property for Service dialog box
You can add output properties for a service template from the Create/Edit
Output Property for Service dialog box.
The following table describes the Create/Edit Output Property for Service
dialog box fields, subfields, and field groups. A field group is a collection of
fields that are related to a specific action or configuration.
As you enter information in a dialog box, if the information is incorrect, errors
that include a description of the problem appear at the top of the box.

Table 4-6 Create/Edit Output Property for Service dialog box
Subfield

Field
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Description

Key:*

-

The output property key.

Display Name:*

-

The name of the output property.

Description:

-

The description of the output property.

Property Group:

-

Select the property group to which the property belongs, or
use reserved.defaultGroup.

Display/Hide:

-

Specifies the display setting for the output property. The
choices are:
• Display
• Hide

Data Type:

-

Select a data type of the property: string, password, and
composite. Various option are presented depending on
which of the options are chosen.
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Field

Subfield

Description

Default Value:

-

Enter the default value of the property. If the data type is
composite, then click the Select button to specify the file
name and location.

Restricted Character:

-

If the data type is string or password, then enter the
characters that are not allowed.

Fields with an asterisk are required.

Adding variables
You can add variables for a given property group associated with a service
template.
A list of current properties for a given Property Group is shown in the
Property List.
Prerequisites
A service template in the Developing state must exist with steps added to the
Template View.
Procedure
1.

2.

3.

From the Property List view, under the GUI Settings tab, choose Add
Variable.
The Create Variable dialog box appears.
Enter the details for the variable to be added. You can add a service
share property to a particular property group from the Property Group
pull down menu. You can also specify the data type and associated
default value.
Click OK.
The specified variable is added to the service template.

Postrequisites
• Make sure to map the variable to the appropriate output value.
Related references
• Create/Edit Variable dialog box on page 47

Create/Edit Variable dialog box
You can enter or edit a variable property for a service template from the
Create/Edit Variable dialog box.
The following table describes the dialog box fields, subfields, and field groups
for the Add/Edit Variable dialog box. A field group is a collection of fields that
are related to a specific action or configuration.
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As you enter information in a dialog box, if the information is incorrect, errors
that include a description of the problem appear at the top of the box.

Table 4-7 Create/Edit Variable dialog box
Field

Subfield

Description

Key:*

-

Specifies the variable key.

Display Name:*

-

The variable name.

Description:

-

The variable description.

Data Type:

-

Select a data type of the variable.

Default Value:

-

Enter the default value of the variable.

Fields with an asterisk (*) are required.

Example of creating a new service template
This section describes the process of customizing a service template that
provisions volumes for a given platform and adds a component step that
generates an email notification indicating whether the volume allocation has
been successful.
During this example, you will complete the following procedures:
• Make a copy of an existing service template and provide the details for the
new service template
• Add an email notification plug-in and modify it for your environment
• Establish the flow for the component steps
• Test the new service template
Note: The example assumes that the service administrator has considered
the system's architecture and performed the calculations necessary to create
a service based on the desired storage size, configuration, and I/O profile.
Although the values in the template are based on the best practices, the
values you set may differ depending on your specific needs.
To begin this example, you must first access the Service Builder Home
screen by choosing Service Builder from the Tools pull-down menu. The
Service Builder Home screen provides all of the Service Builder options for
creating and managing service templates and their associated plug-ins.
Making a copy of an existing service template
The following steps are performed by a service administrator with the
Develop role.
1. From the Service Builder Home screen under the Service Template
Actions menu, click Copy. The Service Template List dialog box appears.
2. From the Service Template List dialog box, select the service template
that you want to copy, and click Copy. For the purpose of this example,
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3.

please select the "Allocate Volumes and Add to Oracle Database" service
template. The Copy Service Template dialog box appears for the selected
template.
In the Copy Service Template dialog box, enter the basic information of
the service template, as shown in the following table:

Table 4-8 Copy Service Template dialog box
Parameters

Description

Values

Key Name: *

-

Specifies the key name for the copied service template.
For the purpose of this example, enter a unique ID such
as "NewTemplate".

Version *

-

Version of the service template. This should already be
filled in for the copied service template.

Vendor ID: *

-

Enter some name that identifies the vendor.

Display Name: *

-

Name assigned to the copied version of the service
template. This should already be filled in for the copied
service template.

Vendor Name:

-

Vendor name, if applicable, for the copied service
template.

Description:

-

Description of the copied service template.

Tags:

-

Tag category associated with the service template. The
"Add New Storage" and "Oracle" tags should already be
selected for the copied service template.

Note: Fields with an asterisk (*) are required.
4.

Click Save and the new service template is created with the modified
details. The Service Edit screen appears with details for the copied
service template.

Notice that the existing plug-in has already been added as a step to the flow
from the original service template that you copied. If you click on this step,
you can examine the input and output properties associated with the step.
Adding email notification for the service template
After you have made a copy of the service template, you can begin making
the necessary modifications from the Service Builder screen.
Follow these steps to add the mail transmission plug-in:
1. Locate the Email Notification Plug-in in the Component area of the
screen and drag it into the Flow area of the screen. If necessary, you
can use the search button to locate the email notification plug-in. The
Create Step dialog box appears.
2. In the Create Step dialog box, enter the appropriate details for the
plug-in step, as shown in the following table:
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Table 4-9 Create Step dialog box
Parameters

3.
4.

5.

6.

Description

Values

ID: *

-

Specifies the ID for the email notification plug-in. This
should already be filled in.

Display Name: *

-

Name assigned to the plug-n step. This should already
be filled in for the plug-in.

Description:

-

Description of the copied service template. You can enter
a description here if you like.

Click OK to add the selected plug-in. A graphic for the newly added plugin step is shown in the Flow area of the screen.
Specify the order of execution for the newly added plug-in step by
clicking on the existing plug-in graphic and the dragging the arrow over
the email plug-in step. An arrow shows the direction in which the plug-in
steps are processed by the service template when the service is
executed.
Specify the input properties for the newly added plug-in step. For
instance, you can enter a subject for the Subject property or add content
for the message body. Since the values for email notification are different
for each user, you may want to change the visibility option for the "To
Addressed" property from the default setting of Private to Config/
Submit. A user is then able to enter a relevant email address from the
Config or Submit windows.
Establish the processing flow for the newly added email notification plugin by clicking on the dot next to the existing provisioning plug-in step
and dragging it to connect the arrow with the email notification plug-in
step.

Building, testing and releasing the new service template
After creating and adding the required plug-ins, you can build the service
template and then release it when all the bugs are ironed out.
1. Click on the Build tab and then click OK to build the service template
with the added plug-ins. The Build/Release Result dialog appears
showing any errors that may have occurred during the building of the
service template. Continue to troubleshoot any errors until the build
completes successfully then click Close to exit the Build/Release
Result dialog box.
2. At this point, you are going to want to make sure that the service
template is functioning correctly. In order to accomplish this, you need to
return to the main Hitachi Automation Director GUI where you can create
a request and submit the service request for the service template.
3. On the Services tab, select "NewTemplate" in Developing status and
click Create Request.
4. In the Submit Service Request window, in the Settings pane, retain
the values for the Volume Settings. Enter the following information:
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Parameters

Description

Values

Host Settings
Target Hosts

The number of target hosts

Single Host

Host Detail

The host name or IP address from

Enter the host name or

Device Manager

IP address

Task Name

The name of the task

NewTemplate

Description

A brief description of the task

A task to generate an

Task Settings

email for the service.
Schedule Type

5.
6.
7.

8.

The time when the task executes

Immediate

Click Submit.
In the Submit Service confirmation dialog box, click OK.
On the Tasks tab, in the Debug view, select the NewTemplate example
task and click Show Details to view the task summary, details, result,
log, and notes.
After testing the service template to see that the new plug-in is
functioning correctly and is properly extracting the LDEV information, you
can return to the Service Builder interface and click on the Release tab
to make the template available for users to submit.

Related concepts
• Service template creation workflow on page 34
Related tasks
•
•
•
•

Creating a service template on page 35
Creating the steps in a data flow on page 37
Adding input properties on page 44
Adding output properties on page 45
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5
Creating and editing plug-ins
Plug-ins are a fundamental part of a service template based on a command
or script that performs a given step during the execution of a service
template.
Each plug-in is designed with a specific purpose and their use and sequence
within a service template is an important part of the service template
operation.
This module covers:
□ Plug-in creation workflow
□ Creating a new plug-in
□ Editing a plug-in
□ Adding plug-in input properties
□ Adding plug-in output properties
□ Setting remote commands in plug-ins
□ Setting environment variables
□ Adding output filters
□ Example of creating a new plug-in
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Plug-in creation workflow
Creating a plug-in involves the following processes:
Phase 1 - Preparation
• Decide on the need and purpose of the plug-in. Consider the functional
steps involved to automate the process to determine if the one or more
plug-ins are required, or if creating a new plug-in or modifying an existing
plug-in is needed.
• Prepare to create the plug-in. This involves defining the plug-in, its icon
file, preparing any commands or scripts to complete its tasks, and
preparing resource files.
Phase 2 - Creation
• Create a new plug-in, or copy and modify an existing plug-in, from the
Service Builder view. The plug-in begins in the Developing state.
• Enter the basic information, and set input and output properties.
• Set the remote commands and environment variables, if needed.
Phase 3 - Testing
• Place the plug-in into the flow during the development of a service
template.
• Build the service template for testing.
• Perform testing and make any necessary corrections until the plug-in
performs properly within its designated service template.
Phase 4 - Releasing
• When testing is complete, release the service template. The status of the
service template and the related plug-ins is changed to Released.
Related tasks
• Creating a new plug-in on page 54

Creating a new plug-in
You can create a new plug-in that will execute the commands or scripts for a
given step in a service template.
Note: A plug-in with the same Plug-in key name, Vendor ID, and Version
Number cannot be duplicated. For more information on versions, see
Managing versions on page 83.
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Prerequisites
• Determine how to handle the input properties of a script and the method
to deliver an output property from a script.
• If executing a script by file, have the script files prepared and ready.
Procedure
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
8.

Open the Create Custom Plug-in dialog box using one of the following
methods:
• From the Service Builder Home screen, under the Custom Plug-in
Actions menu, click Create.
• From the Actions >> Custom Plug-in pull down menu, available
from the GUI Settings tab, click Create.
The Create Custom Plug-in dialog box opens.
In the Custom Plug-in section, enter the basic information of the plugin.
In the Input Properties section, click Add and enter the details of the
input properties. Click OK to add the input property and return to the
Plug-in dialog box. You can add multiple input properties and drag and
drop within the section to change the order of the input properties.
Expand the Output Properties section, and click Add to enter the
details of the output properties. Click OK to add the output property and
return to the Plug-in dialog box. You can add multiple output properties
and drag and drop within the section to change the order of the output
properties.
In the Remote Command section, click Edit to select an Operating
System.
The Edit Remote Command dialog box appears. For more information
on setting remote commands, see Setting remote commands on page
60.
If environment variables are required to execute the remote command or
script, click Details in the Edit Remote Command dialog box. Click
Add to enter the name (required) and value of the environment variable.
Click OK to return to the Create Custom Plug-in dialog box.
When you are finished, click Save.

Result
A new plug-in is created and is in the Developing state. The plug-in can be
located in the Developing tab of the Component view.
Related references
• Create/Edit Custom Plug-in dialog box on page 56
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Editing a plug-in
You use the Edit Custom Plug-in dialog box to edit the input and output
properties, variables, and remote commands associated with a plug-in.
Procedure
1.

Access the Edit Custom Plug-in dialog box using one of the following
methods:
• From the Actions >> Custom Plug-in pull down menu in the
Service Builder view, click Edit.
• From the Custom Plug-in Actions list in the Service Builder Home
View screen, click Edit.

2.

From the Custom Plug-in List dialog box, select the custom plug-in to
edit and click Edit.
The Edit Custom Plug-in dialog box appears for the selected plug-in.
Edit the selected plug-in.

3.

Related references
• Create/Edit Custom Plug-in dialog box on page 56

Create/Edit Custom Plug-in dialog box
When creating a new plug-in, you supply the relevant details from the Create
Custom Plug-in dialog box. After a plug-in exists, you can use the Edit
Custom Plug-in dialog box to make any modifications.
The following table describes the Create/Edit Custom Plug-in dialog box
fields, subfields, and field groups. A field group is a collection of fields that
are related to a specific action or configuration.
As you enter information in a dialog box, if the information is incorrect, errors
that include a description of the problem appear at the top of the box.

Table 5-1 Create/Edit Custom Plug-in dialog box
Subfield

Field
Custom Plug-in
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Description

Key Name *

The key name for the plug-in (up to 64 characters).
The combination of the Key Name and Vendor ID
cannot exceed 115 characters.

Version *

The version number of the plug-in. For more details
about versioning, see Managing versions on page
83.

Vendor ID *

The vendor ID of the plug-in (up to 64 characters).
The combination of the ID and Vendor ID cannot
exceed 115 characters.
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Field

Advanced
Options

Subfield

Description

Display Name

The name of the plug-in (up to 64 characters).

Vendor Name-

The vendor name of the plug-in (up to 64
characters).

Description

A brief description of the plug-in (up to 256
characters).

Tags

The assigned Tag category for the plug-in. Click on
the plus sign to add tag categories for the plug-in.

Icon

Specifies the icon graphic (a 48 pixels x 48 pixels
PNG file) associated with the plug-in.
A default image is provided.

Credential Type

Specifies the credential type required for the plugin.
Select Shared agentless setting, if you want to use
the credential information in the agentless remote
connections view under the HAD Administration tab
when the service is executed. Shared agentless
setting is the default Credential Type.
The following reserved plug-in property is
automatically set for the shared agentless setting
credential type:
plugin.destinationHost Enter the target of an
operation by IPv4 address, IPv6 address, or host
name (up to 256 characters).
Select Service input property to use the credential
information as an input property.
The following reserved plug-in properties are
automatically set for the Service input property
credential type:
•

plugin.destinationHost

•

Enter the target of an operation by IPv4
address, IPv6 address, or host name (up to 256
characters).
plugin.account

•

Enter the user ID for logging in to the target
host (up to 256 characters).
plugin.password

•

Enter the password for logging in to the target
host (up to 256 characters).
plugin.suPassword
Enter the password of the root account used for
logging in to a target host in a Linux
environment (up to 245 characters). If the
target is host is running the Windows, this
property is ignored.

Character Set Auto
Judgement (SSH)

Character Set Auto Judgment (SSH) applies to
UNIX operating systems. If enabled, executes the
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Field

Subfield

Description
script using the default locale ofthe user. If
disabled, scripts are executed with the LC_ALL=C
locale. Default is enabled. For more details on
Character Set Auto Judgement, see:Locale settings
for plug-ins on page 95.

Executive with root
privileges (SSH)

Executes with root privileges.

Input Properties

-

Shows the input properties currently associated
with the plug-in and provides the controls for
adding, editing, or removing input properties.

Output
Properties

-

Shows the output properties currently associated
with the plug-in and provides the controls for
adding, editing, or removing output properties.

Remote
Command

-

Specifies the remote command for a given OS that
is to be executed by the plug-in. By selecting the
Edit button, you can specify the Execution Method
that determines whether the plug-in treated as a
script, a command, or not to be submitted.

Adding plug-in input properties
The input properties store the values that plug-ins require during execution,
such as the arguments for remote commands or the target host of the
operation. The input properties are created and defined in the Input
Properties section of the Create Custom Plug-in or Edit Custom Plug-in dialog
boxes.
Click Add in the Input Properties section to access the Specify Input Property
for Custom Plug-in dialog box.
Click OK to enter the input properties. You can add multiple input properties
and drag and drop from within the section to change the order of the input
properties.
Continue to enter the output properties and remote commands of the plug-in.
Related references
• Specify/Edit Input Property for Custom Plug-in dialog box on page 58

Specify/Edit Input Property for Custom Plug-in dialog box
The following table describes the Specify/Edit Input Property for Custom
Plug-in dialog box fields, subfields, and field groups. A field group is a
collection of fields that are related to a specific action or configuration.
As you enter information in a dialog box, if the information is incorrect, errors
that include a description of the problem appear at the top of the box.
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Table 5-2 Specify/Edit Input Property for Custom Plug-in dialog box
Field

Subfield

Description

Key: *

-

The input property key (up to 128 characters).

Display Name: *

-

The name of the input property (up to 128 characters).

Description:

-

The description of the input property (up to 256
characters).

Required:

-

Enable the check box if a value is required for the plug-in.

Default Value:

-

Enter the default value of the input property (up to 1,024
characters).

Fields with an asterisk (*) are required.

Adding plug-in output properties
The output properties store standard output and standard error output
passed to the output filter. The output properties are created and defined in
the Output Properties section of the Create Custom Plug-in or Edit Custom
Plug-in dialog boxes.
Click Add in the Output Properties section to access the Specify Output
Property for Custom Plug-in dialog box.
Click OK to enter the output properties. You can add multiple output
properties and drag and drop from within the section to change the order of
the output properties.
Continue to enter the remote commands for the plug-in.
Related references
• Specify/Edit Output Property for Custom Plug-in dialog box on page 59

Specify/Edit Output Property for Custom Plug-in dialog box
You can add or modify output properties for a service template.
The following table describes the Specify/Edit Output Property for Custom
Plug-in dialog box fields, subfields, and field groups. A field group is a
collection of fields that are related to a specific action or configuration.
As you enter information in a dialog box, if the information is incorrect, errors
that include a description of the problem appear at the top of the box.

Table 5-3 Specify/Edit Output Property for Custom Plug-in dialog box
Subfield

Field
Key:*

-

Description
The output property key (up to 128 characters).
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Field

Subfield

Description

Display Name:*

-

The name of the output property (up to 128 characters).

Description:

-

The description of the output property (up to 256
characters).

Fields with an asterisk (*) are required.

Setting remote commands in plug-ins
Plug-ins use remote commands to pass an input property to a script or
command. Remote commands are also used to filter an output property from
the standard result output. Set an output filter to store the value you want
from the standard output. A plug-in requires one or more remote commands.
Environment variables are set through remote commands.
The remote commands are created and defined in the Remote Command
section of the Create Custom Plug-in or Edit Custom Plug-in dialog boxes.
To set a remote command:
Click Edit for the Operating System you want. Enter the following information
in the Edit Remote Command dialog box.
Continue to add output filters or environment variables to the output
properties.
Related references
• Edit Remote Command dialog box on page 60

Edit Remote Command dialog box
You can control the output for tasks generated by a service template through
the use of remote commands that you specify by clicking Edit from the
Remote Command area of the Create Custom Plug-in dialog box. Standard
output and error output are stored in the output property and you use an
output filter to only store specific data.
The following table describes the Edit Remote Command dialog box fields,
subfields, and field groups. A field group is a collection of fields that are
related to a specific action or configuration.
As you enter information in a dialog box, if the information is incorrect, errors
that include a description of the problem appear at the top of the box.
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Table 5-4 Edit Remote Command dialog box
Field

Subfield

Description

Operating System:* -

Displays the operating system for the system where the
plug-in is being executed. By choosing the Import Settings
of Other Operating Systems button, you can specify that the
settings should be derived from another operating system.

Execution Method:

-

Select Script name if based on a script, CLI Command if
using a stored command, or N/A if no execution is required.

CLI Command: *

-

Enter the CLI command (up to 8,192 characters) for the
remote command. Required if Script name or CLI Command
is selected for Execution Method. The Insert All Input
Properties button inserts all input properties defined for the
plug-in into the CLI command.

Script specification
method:

-

Select By attachment if uploading a script file, or Type in to
directly enter the script information.
Use the following file format for a plug-in that executes a
script: <name-of-plug-in>.<extension>.

File Name*

-

Click the Browse button to specify the file that holds the
command or script.

Mapping Definition
of Output Properties

Specify the mapping definition of the output property for a
command or script. By selecting and highlighting a property
in the list and then clicking Edit, you can access the Edit
Output Filter dialog box where you can specify an output
filter that controls the data that is passed to the output
property.

Execution Directory

-

Specify the execution directory.

Evironment
Variables

-

Select environmental variables for the command or script.
When selecting this option, the Create/Edit Environment
Variable dialog box appears where you can enter the
appropriate variable information.

Fields with an asterisk (*) are required.

Setting environment variables
Environment variables can be set when a remote command of a plug-in is
executed.
To set an environment variable:
In the Environment Variable section of the Edit Remote Command dialog
box , click Add. Enter the following information in the Create Environment
Variable dialog box.
Related references
• Create/Edit Environment Variable dialog box on page 62
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Create/Edit Environment Variable dialog box
When entering information for a remote command from the Edit Remote
Command dialog box, you can click the Add or Edit button to access the
Create/Edit Environment Variable dialog box where you can enter or modify
environment variables for the remote command.
The following table describes the Create/Edit Environment Variable dialog box
fields, subfields, and field groups. A field group is a collection of fields that
are related to a specific action or configuration.
As you enter information in a dialog box, if the information is incorrect, errors
that include a description of the problem appear at the top of the box.

Table 5-5 Create/Edit Environment Variable dialog box
Field

Subfield

Description

Name: *

-

Name of the environment variable.

Value:

-

Value of the variable.

Adding output filters
Standard output and standard error output are stored in the output property.
Therefore, it is recommended to set filters on the standard output results to
obtain the value you want by using regular expressions in the remote
commands.
Example
To obtain the disk ID from the standard output property results, follow the
steps below:
1.

2.
3.

Set a filter on the output property:
diskid:n is the output method as the result of a script
diskid:(.+) is the regular expression to filter the output property
Create a script to pass the results.
Use a remote command to set an output filter where:
diskid:(.+) is the output filter
diskid:1 is the standard output string
blank is the value of the output property

Executing the script will result in:
diskid:1 is the standard output string
1 is the value of the output property
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The Mapping Definition of Output Properties section of the Edit Remote
Command dialog box displays the output properties entered for the plug-in.
To set an output filter:
Highlight the line of the output property and click Edit. Enter the following
information in the Edit Output Filter dialog box.
Continue to set environment variables, if needed.
Related references
• Edit Output Filter dialog box on page 63

Edit Output Filter dialog box
You can specify an output filter using a regular expression to control the data
that is processed by the output property. If the output filter is empty,
standard output and standard error output is stored directly in the output
property.
The following table describes the Edit Output Filter dialog box fields,
subfields, and field groups. A field group is a collection of fields that are
related to a specific action or configuration.
As you enter information in a dialog box, if the information is incorrect, errors
that include a description of the problem appear at the top of the box.

Table 5-6 Edit Output Filter dialog box
Subfield

Field

Description

Key:

-

Shows the key associated with output property.

Display Name:

-

Shows the name for the output property for which the filter
is being applied.

Description:

-

Shows a description for the output property.

Output Filter:

-

Enter a regular expression to filter the data stored by the
output property.

Verification of the
Output Filter

-

Click on Verification of the Output Filter to verify that the
filter is processing the data in the manner you intended.

Example of creating a new plug-in
This example describes the process of customizing a service template with a
new plug-in that maps the serial number and device ID of a provisioned
volume.
During this example, you will complete the following steps:
• Make a copy of an existing service template.
• Create a script based plug-in that performs the LDEV mapping.
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• Add the newly create plug-in and an adapter plug-in as steps in the service
template, establish the flow of execution, and provide the relevant input
property values.
• Build and release the service template with the newly created plug-in.
Note: You must have Develop role authority to access the features described
in this example. Although the values in the template are based on the best
practices, the values you set may differ depending on the specific needs of
your operating environment. For instance, the plug-in created in this example
is specifically designed for the AIX operating environment, though it might
also work in a Linux or Solaris environment.
To begin this example, you must first access the Service Builder Home
screen by choosing Service Builder from the Tools pull-down menu. The
Service Builder Home screen provides all of the options for creating and
managing service templates and their associated plug-ins.
Making a copy of an existing service template
Perform the following steps to create a copy of an existing service template
that you can then edit to include the newly created plug-in.
1. From the Service Builder Home screen under the Service Template
Actions menu, click Copy. The Service Template List dialog box
appears.
2. From the Service Template List dialog box, select the service template
that you want to copy ("Allocate Volumes for Oracle Database" for this
example), and click Copy. The Copy Service Template dialog box
appears for the selected template.
3. In the Copy Service Template dialog box, enter the basic information
for the service template, as shown in the following table:

Table 5-7 Copy Service Template Parameters
Parameters
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Description

Key Name: *

Specifies the ID for the copied service template. For the purpose of
this example, enter a unique ID such as "PluginExample".

Version *

This is the version number of the service template. This should
already be filled in for the copied service template.

Vendor ID: *

Enter some information that identifies your company or organization.

Display Name: *

Name assigned to the copied version of the service template. This
should already be filled in for the copied service template.

Vendor Name:

Vendor name for the copied service template.

Description:

Enter a short description for the copied service template.

Tags:

Tag category associated with the service template. The "Add New
Storage" and "Oracle" tags should already be selected for the copied
service template.
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4.

Click Save and the new service template is created with the modified
details. The Service Builder view appears with details for the copied
service template.

Notice that a step has already been included and added to the Flow view for
the plug-in that was included in the original service template that you copied.
If you click on this plug-in step, you can examine the input and output
properties associated with this existing plug-in.
Creating a script based plug-in
After you have made a copy of the service template, you can begin making
the necessary modifications from the Service Builder view to create your
new plug-in.
In this part of the example, you will be relying on a prepared shell script that
makes use of the cfgmgr and iscfg commands to derive the LDEV ID and
storage serial number for the provisioned volume. The content of the shell
script is shown here:
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
targetHostname=`/usr/bin/hostname`
echo "HostName:${targetHostname}"
if [ $# -ne 0 ] ; then
returnCode=$PLUGIN_INSUFFICIENT_PARAMETERS
echo $STR_ERR_MSG_MAP$ERR_MSG_MISSING_PARAM_COUNT
echo ${INF_FINISH}$returnCode
exit $returnCode
fi
command="/usr/sbin/cfgmgr"
if [ ! -x ${command} ] ; then
returnCode=$COMMAND_NOT_FOUND_ERROR
echo $STR_ERR_MSG_MAP$ERR_MSG_COMMAND_NOT_FOUND$command
echo ${INF_FINISH}$returnCode
exit $returnCode
fi
echo "Command:${command}"
${command}> result.log 2>&1
returnValue=$?
if [ -f result.log ] ; then
${BIN_PATH}cat result.log
${BIN_PATH}rm -f result.log> /dev/null 2>&1
fi
echo "CommandExitCode:$returnValue"
if [ $returnValue -ne 0 ] ; then
returnCode=$OTHER_ERROR
echo ${STR_ERR_MSG_MAP}${ERR_FIND_DEVICE}
fi
echo ${INF_FINISH}$returnCode
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Follow these steps to create a new plug-in that calls the script to performs
the LDEV mapping functions:
1. Click Create from the Actions >> Custom Plug-in pull down menu.
The Create Custom Plug-in dialog box appears.
2. In the Create Custom Plug-in dialog box, enter the appropriate details
for the plug-in, as shown in the following table:

Table 5-8 Create/Edit Custom Plug-in Parameters
Field
Custom Plug-in

Subfield

Description

Key Name *

The key name for the plug-in (up to 64
characters). The combination of the Key Name
and Vendor ID cannot exceed 115 characters.
For the purpose of this example, enter
"PluginExample".

Version *

The version number of the plug-in. For more
details about versioning, see Managing versions
on page 83.

Vendor ID *

The vendor ID of the plug-in (up to 64
characters). The combination of the ID and
Vendor ID cannot exceed 115 characters.
Enter whatever vendor ID is appropriate for your
particular organization.

Display Name

The name of the plug-in (up to 64 characters).
For the purpose of this example, enter
"PluginExample".

Vendor Name

The vendor name of the plug-in (up to 64
characters). You can enter a name to identify
your company or organization, though this
parameter is optional.

Description

A brief description of the plug-in (up to 256
characters).
For this example, enter something like "Perform
mapping of LDEV functions for the target host".

Tags

The assigned Tag category for the plug-in. Click
on the plus sign to add tag categories for the
plug-in.
Tags are already assigned based on the original
template. If you like, click on the plus sign to
add tag categories that determine under which
property groups this plug-in is categorized.

Advanced
Options

Icon

Specifies the icon graphic (a 48 pixels x 48
pixels PNG file) associated with the plug-in.
You have the option of specifying some other
icon if you like.

Credential Type

Specifies the credential type required for the
plug-in.
Select Shared agentless setting, if you want
to use the credential information in the
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Field

Subfield

Description
agentless remote connections view under the
HAD Administration tab when the service is
executed. Shared agentless setting is the
default Credential Type.
The following reserved plug-in property is
automatically set for the Shared agentless
setting credential type:
plugin.destinationHost Enter the target of an
operation by IPv4 address, IPv6 address, or host
name (up to 256 characters).
Select Service input property to use the
credential information as an input property.
The following reserved plug-in properties are
automatically set for the Service input
property credential type:
•

plugin.destinationHost

•

Enter the target of an operation by IPv4
address, IPv6 address, or host name (up to
256 characters).
plugin.account

•

Enter the user ID for logging in to the target
host (up to 256 characters).
plugin.password

•

Enter the password for logging in to the
target host (up to 256 characters).
plugin.suPassword
Enter the password of the root account used
for logging in to a target host in a Linux
environment (up to 245 characters). If the
target is host is running the Windows, this
property is ignored.

Character Set Auto
Judgement (SSH)

Character Set Auto Judgment (SSH) applies to
UNIX operating systems. If enabled, executes
the script using the default locale ofthe user. If
disabled, scripts are executed with the
LC_ALL=C locale. Default is enabled. Make sure
this option is enabled for this example.
For more details on Character Set Auto
Judgement, see:Locale settings for plug-ins on
page 95.

Execute with root
privileges (SSH)

Executes with root privileges.
For this example, do not select this option.

Input Properties -

Shows the input properties currently associated
with the plug-in and provides the controls for
adding, editing, or removing input properties.

Output
Properties

Shows the output properties currently associated
with the plug-in and provides the controls for
adding, editing, or removing output properties.

-
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Field
Remote
Command

Subfield
-

Description
Specifies the remote command for a given OS
that is to be executed by the plug-in. By
selecting the Edit button, you can specify the
Execution Method that determines whether the
plug-in treated as a script, a command, or not to
be submitted .
Don't bother with this now as you will supply this
information in a following step.

3.

Click on Input Properties to access the listing of input properties for
the plug-in. The Create Input Property for Plug-in dialog box
appears. To extract the serial number and volume ID information from
the adapter, you need to specify two input properties for the plug-in as
shown in the following table:

Table 5-9 Specify Input Property for Custom Plug-in Parameters
Parameters
Key: *

Description
Enter a key value for each input property as follows:
storageArraySerialNumber
deviceID

Display Name: *

Enter a name for each of the input properties as follows:
Storage Serial Number
LDEV ID

Description:

Enter a description for the input properties as follows:
Specifies a serial number for the volume.
Species a device ID for the target volume.

4.

5.
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Required: *

Check the Required box when creating both input properties to
indicate that the input property is required to run the service.

Default Value

You can leave this value blank since we are deriving the values from
the script.

Click Add to provide the relevant details for each of the required input
properties shown in the table and then click OK. When done, you are
returned to the Create Custom Plug-in dialog box where you can see
that the input properties you created are now included in the Input
Properties list.
From the Remote Command area of the Create Custom Plug-in
dialog box, specify the remote commands that are executed for the plugin by clicking Edit for your particular OS environment (AIX for this
example). The Edit Remote Command dialog box appears where you
can enter the relevant details as instructed in the following table:
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Table 5-10 Edit Remote Command Parameters
Parameters

6.

7.

Description

Operating System:

Enter the OS platform. For the purpose of this example, you should
be using AIX.

Execution Method:

Choose the Script name button to indicate that the commands are
to be derived from a script.

CLI Command:*

Enter "verify_LDEV.sh.zip" to specify the command used to execute
the script file. Click on Insert All Input Properties to extract all of
the input properties that have been created for the plug-in into the
CLI Command field. You should see the input properties you created
"?dna_StorageSerialNumber?" and "?dna_deviceID?" along with the
default input property "?dna_plugin.destination.Host?" that was
already defined for the plug-in, and which you need to remove from
the list.

Script specification
method

Choose the Attachment button.

File Name

Click the Browse button. Enter the location and name of the script
file for the plug-in and then click Open. For the purpose of this
example, a script file called verify_LDEV.sh.zip has already been
created and is included with Hitachi Automation Director.

Mapping definition of
Output Properties

You can leave this blank.

After entering the relevant details, click OK to exit the Edit Remote
Command dialog box and return to the Create Custom Plug-in dialog
box
To specify the proper credentials required to execute the remote
command script for the new plug-in, click Advanced Options. You can
determine the credentials that are needed by consulting Agentless
Remote Connections option from the Administration tab in the main
Hitachi Automation Director user interface. If the credentials are already
defined, you can choose the Shared agentless setting option for the
Credential Type. If the credentials are not defined, you can choose the
Service Input property option and the specified credential input
properties are used to query the user at the time the service is run for
the appropriate credentials.

Appending the plug-ins and establishing the step flow
After creating the new plug-in, you need to append the File Adapter plug-in
and the newly created PluginExample plug-in as steps and establish the flow
of execution for the service template. The AllocationStep Plug-in (already in
the flow from the copied template) collects and outputs the storage
information, the File Adapter plug-in extracts the LDEV ID and serial numbers
and outputs this information to the Verify LDEV plug-in which captures the
volume mapping details for subsequent examination of the provisioned
volumes.
1. Locate the FileAdapterPlugin plugin, shown in the list under the
Released tab, and drag it after the existing AllocationStep step in the
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2.

3.

4.

5.

Flow area of the screen. The Create Step dialog box appears where you
can enter some relevant step details. Click OK to accept the default
values.
Click on the Developing tab, locate the newly created plug-in
(PluginExample), and drag it after the other two plug-ins in the Flow
area of the screen. Once again, the Create Step dialog appears where
you can enter some details for the plug-in step. Click OK to accept the
default values.
Specify the order of execution for the newly added plug-in steps by
clicking the dot on the right of the AllocationStep plug-in icon and then
dragging the arrow over the FileAdapter icon. Draw a similar arrow
between the FileAdapterPlugin step and the PluginExample step. These
arrows show the direction in which the plug-in steps are processed by
the service template when the service is executed.
Click on the FileAdapterPlugin step and you can see that there are some
input properties that are flagged with warning icons indicating some
missing values.
For each of the missing step input values, enter the appropriate values as
shown in the following table:

Table 5-11 Step Input properties for FileAdapterPlugin
Value

Step Input Property
Input File

Identifies the input file.
AllocationStep: Task Results Raw Data
LDEVs

Input Key

Identifies the input key.
values

Output Key

Identifies the output key.
storageArraySerialNumber,deviceID

6.
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The value for the first input property is the input property from the
AllocationStep plug-in which you can derive by clicking on the ... in the
value field and accessing the Specify Component Input Property
Mapping Parameters dialog box that lists properties for all steps in the
flow. The output value in the Output tab associated with the
storageArraySerialNumber and DeviceID are mapped to the
result.output1 and output2 output properties.
Click on the PluginExample plug-in step to see the input properties that
require values as indicated by the accompanying warning icons. For each
of the missing step input values, enter the appropriate values as shown
in the following table:
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Table 5-12 Step Input properties for PluginExample
Step Input Property

Value

Destination host

For this credential setting, change the
visibility from Private to Config/Submit so
that the requirement for this value must be
supplied by the user when submitting and
executing the service.

Storage Serial Number

Specifies the source of the storage serial
number.
OUTPUT1

LDEV ID

Specifies the source of the device ID.
OUTPUT2

7.

User ID

For this credential setting, change the
visibility from Private to Config/Submit so
that the requirement for this value must be
supplied by the user when submitting and
executing the service.

Password

For this credential setting, change the
visibility from Private to Config/Submit so
that the requirement for this value must be
supplied by the user when submitting and
executing the service.

Superuser password

For this credential setting, change the
visibility from Private to Config/Submit so
that the requirement for this value must be
supplied by the user when submitting and
executing the service.

As a final step, click on the AllocationStep plug-in step in the flow, click
on the Output tab in the Step Properties view, choose the Task
Results Raw Data LDEVs output property, then click the ... in the
Value field to access the associated Specify Component Output
Property Mapping Parameters dialog box.

Note: For this example to work, you must change the Setting Method to
the None option in order to build the service template with your new plug-in.
In addition, to see the values, you must change the visibility for this property
from Private to Display Details.
Building, testing and releasing the plug-in
After creating and adding the required plug-ins, you can build the service
template and then release it when all the bugs are ironed out.
1. Click on the Build tab and then click OK to build the service template
with the added plug-ins. The Build/Release Result dialog appears
showing any errors that may have occurred during the building of the
service template. Continue to troubleshoot any errors until the build
completes successfully then click Close to exit the Build/Release
Result dialog box.
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2.

3.
4.

At this point, you are going to want to make sure that the service
template with the newly created plug-in are functioning correctly. In
order to accomplish this, you need to return to the main Hitachi
Automation Director GUI where you can create a request and submit the
service request for the service template.
On the Services tab, select the PluginExample service in Developing
status and click Create Request.
In the Submit Service Request window, in the Settings pane, retain
the values for the Volume Settings. Enter the following information:
Parameters

Description

Values

Host Settings
Target Hosts

The number of target hosts

Single Host

Host Detail

The host name or IP address from

Enter the host name or

Device Manager

IP address

Task Name

The name of the task

PluginExample

Description

A brief description of the task

A task to perform LDEV

Task Settings

mapping.
Schedule Type

5.
6.
7.

8.

The time when the task executes

Click Submit.
In the Submit Service confirmation dialog box, click OK.
On the Tasks tab, in the Debug view, select the "PluginExample" task
and click Show Details to view the task summary, details, result, log,
and notes.
After testing the service template to see that the new plug-in is
functioning correctly and is properly extracting the LDEV information, you
can return to the Service Builder interface and click on the Release tab
to make the template and plug-in available for users to submit.

Related concepts
• Adding plug-in input properties on page 58
• Adding plug-in output properties on page 59
Related tasks
•
•
•
•
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Immediate

Creating a new plug-in on page 54
Setting remote commands in plug-ins on page 60
Setting environment variables on page 61
Adding output filters on page 62
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Testing and releasing
While in development status, service templates and plug-in undergo testing
and correction. When functioning properly, they are released to the operating
environment where they can be used to create services.
This module covers the steps to test and release service templates and plugins:
□ Testing a service template
□ Releasing a service template
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Testing a service template
After a service template is created and is in the Developing status, the next
step is to test the service template and its related plug-ins. In order to
prepare for testing, the service template must be placed in the debug
configuration. The build operation puts the service template in the debug
configuration where test services and tasks can be created.
With a service template in the debug configuration, the service template is
included in the list of available service templates when creating a new
service. Creating test services allows you to perform the functions of the
service template and ensure all components exist, coordinate together and
perform properly. This debugging process will expose areas where
adjustments are needed. Corrections are allowed to the service template in
the Developing state. The build process can be repeated until the service
template performs as required.
Prerequisites
A service template in the Developing state must exist.
Procedure
1.

2.
3.

From the Service Builder screen, click Build.
The service template undergoes the build process and its configuration
type changes to Debug. If any errors are generated, error icons and
error link buttons are displayed in the upper part of Service Builder
screen. Warning icons appear when you have failed to enter a required
property.
Make the necessary corrections where indications appear or adjustments
to the operation as needed.
Repeat the build process until the service template is free of errors.

Result
Upon successful completion of the build process, the service template is
available under the Services tab with the Debug configuration type.
Postrequisites
• Create services and tasks based on the debug configuration of the service
template. For more information on creating services, see the Hitachi
Command Suite Automation Director User Guide.
• Provided the service template works properly and has passed the build
process, proceed to release the service template. For more information on
releasing a service template, see Releasing a service template on page
75.
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Related references
• Build/Release Result dialog box on page 75

Build/Release Result dialog box
You check the results when building and releasing a service template from
the Build/Release Result dialog box.
The following table describes the Build/Release Result dialog box fields,
subfields, and field groups. A field group is a collection of fields that are
related to a specific action or configuration.
As you enter information in a dialog box, if the information is incorrect, errors
that include a description of the problem appear at the top of the box.

Table 6-1 Build/Release Result dialog box
Field
Results Summary

Status Details

Subfield

Description

Build/Release
Result

Displays the results of the service template build.

Status

Displays the current status for the service template.

Type

Indicates the type of status message.

Message ID

Shows the message ID.
Use the following file format for a plug-in that executes a
script: <name-of-plug-in>.<extension>.

Message

Provides the content of the status message.

Releasing a service template
The final step to complete a service template is the release process. The
release operation changes the configuration type of a service template and its
related plug-ins to Released. New services and tasks can be created from a
service template in Released status.
In Released status, the service template appears in HAD as an available
service template from which services can be created.
Note: The release operation can be performed only once.
Prerequisites
A service template in the Developing state that has completed the build
process with no errors and performs as designed.
Procedure
1.

From the Service Builder screen, click Release.
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The service template undergoes the release process and its configuration
type changes to Released status.
Result
Upon successful completion of the release process, the service template is
available under the Services tab with the Released configuration type.
• The service template is removed from the Developing state and appears
under the Released tab when viewing available service templates.
• Any services created while the template was in Developing status are
deleted.
• Any tasks executed from the template while in Developing status are
archived.
• The service template appears in the Service Template list when creating a
new service.
• The related plug-ins appear under the Released tab of the Component
view.
• If specified in the service definitions, a service component is created and
located under the Service tab of the Component view.
Postrequisites
• Create a new service using the released service template. For more
information on creating services, see the Hitachi Command Suite
Automation Director User Guide.
Related references
• Build/Release Result dialog box on page 75
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7
Advanced options
This module covers the other functions available in managing service
templates and plug-ins.
□ Editing the service template attributes
□ Specifying property groups
□ Using preset property definition files
□ Managing versions
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Editing the service template attributes
You can view and customize the details associated with a service template
and specify the custom files that affect how it is presented and scheduled for
execution from the Edit Service Template Attributes dialog.
Prerequisites
• The service template must be in the Released or in the Developing state.
Procedure
1.

2.

From the Actions pull down menu, select the Edit Service Template
Attributes option.
The Edit Service Template Attributes dialog opens.
Enter the information for the new service template, and click OK.
The Edit Service Template attribute dialog is closed.

Result
Any changes you specify are reflected in the edited service template.
Postrequisites
• Continue to edit the service template by selecting the plug-ins from the
list, providing the input and output step properties, and establishing the
flow.
Related references
• Edit Service Template Attributes dialog box on page 78

Edit Service Template Attributes dialog box
When editing or creating a service template, you can view and specify
additional details for the service template.
The following table describes the dialog box fields, subfields, and field groups
from the Edit Service Template Attributes dialog box. A field group is a
collection of fields that are related to a specific action or configuration.
As you enter information in a dialog box, if the information is incorrect, errors
that include a description of the problem appear at the top of the box.

Table 7-1 Edit Service Template Attributes dialog box
Subfield

Field
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Description

Key Name

-

The key name for the service template.

Version

-

The version of the service template.
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Field

Subfield

Description

Vendor ID

-

The vendor ID of the service template.

Display Name*

-

The name of the service template that is displayed to
the user.

Vendor Name

-

The vendor name of the service template.

Description

-

The description of the service template.

Tags

-

Tags associated with the service template.

Advanced
Options

Icon

An image file (48 pixels x 48 pixels) using PNG
format. A default image is provided but you can
change the icon clicking the Change button. You can
return to the default icon by clicking the Restore
Default Icon button.

Custom File/Custom File
package

The custom files provides information that is
displayed for the Service Details dialog and the
overview associated with the service. Click Browse to
upload a file in .html, .js, .css, .swf, or .jpeg format.
If for some reason, you want to delete the custom
file associated with template, click Delete.

Service Details File Name Specifies the name of the file that provides the
information for the Service Details Dialog .
Service Overview File
Name

Specifies the name of the file that contains the
information for the overview associated with the
service template that is presented to the user.

Available Scheduling
Options:

The schedule for executing the task can be:
Immediate, Schedule, or Recurrence.

Fields with a asterisk (*) are required.

Specifying property groups
You use property groups to categorize the properties that are shown on
submit dialog.
The input and output properties of a service template can be assigned to a
custom property group. If no property group is required, then the default
reserved.defaultGroup is used. If a property group is created, the input and
output properties are displayed according to the custom property group name
to which they are assigned.
Prerequisites
A service template in Developing status must exist.
Procedure
1.
2.

From the Properties Group List view, click + to create and enter the
details of a property group. Continue to add property groups as needed.
Click on and highlight the property group in the Properties Group List
for which you want to add input and output properties or variables.
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3.
4.
5.

From the Property List view, click Add Input Property to add an input
property. Continue to add input properties as needed.
From the Property List view, click Add Output Property to create an
output property. Continue to add output properties as needed.
From the Property List view, click Add Variable to create a variable.
Continue to create variables as needed.

Postrequisites
• Address any warning icons that may appear in the step, flow or service
definitions.
• Provided the steps, flow and service definitions contain no warning icons,
continue to build the service template. For more information on the build
process, see Testing a service template on page 74.
Related references
• Create Property Group dialog box on page 80
• Edit Property Group dialog box on page 80

Create Property Group dialog box
You can create a new property group for a service template from the Create
Property Group dialog box.
The following table describes the Create Property Group dialog box fields,
subfields, and field groups. A field group is a collection of fields that are
related to a specific action or configuration.
As you enter information in a dialog box, if the information is incorrect, errors
that include a description of the problem appear at the top of the box.

Table 7-2 Create Property Group dialog box
Subfield

Field

Description

ID*

-

Specifies the ID for the new property group.

Display Name*

-

Name of the new property group shown through the user
interface.

Description:

-

A optional description for the new property group.

Display/Hide:

-

Specifies whether the property group is displayed or hidden.

Validation:

-

Specifies a validation file for the property group.

Custom File package:

-

Specifies a custom file for the property group.

Fields with an asterisk (*) are required.

Edit Property Group dialog box
You can edit an existing property group for a service template from the Edit
Property Group dialog box
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The following table describes the Edit Property Group dialog box fields,
subfields, and field groups. A field group is a collection of fields that are
related to a specific action or configuration.
As you enter information in a dialog box, if the information is incorrect, errors
that include a description of the problem appear at the top of the box.

Table 7-3 Edit Property Group dialog box
Field

Subfield

Description

ID:

-

Specifies the ID for the property group.

Display Name:

-

Name of the property group as displayed through the user
interface.

Description:

-

A optional description for the property group.

Display/Hide:

-

Specifies whether the property group is displayed or hidden.

Validation:

-

Specifies a validation file for the property group.

Custom Files
package:

-

Specifies a custom files for the property group.

Fields with an asterisk (*) are required.

Using preset property definition files
The property values of a service template can be set up using preset property
definition files. A preset property definition file can set the values of the
properties that appear in the Edit Service Template Attributes dialog box
without manual entry through the GUI.
You can set multiple preset properties to a preset property definition file up
to 1MB. If multiple preset property definition files are required, assign unique
file names using the following format:
preset_preset-name.properties
Use preset property values based on the user environment and mode of
operation for multiple properties to define property values of a service
template. For example, to set different values for the same property for
different hosts (e.g., hostA, hostB, hostC), create the files
preset_hostA.properties, preset_hostB.properties, and
preset_hostC.properties. These values contained in these files would appear
in the Edit Service Template Attributes dialog box.
Related concepts
• Formatting preset property definition files on page 82
Related tasks
• Implementing preset property definition files on page 82
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Formatting preset property definition files
Use the following formats and guidelines to create the preset property
definition files:
For property values:
property-key = property-value
Where:
• property-key is the property key that is defined in the Edit Service
Template Attributes dialog box.
• property-value is the value that meets the criteria for the Data Type,
Minimum Length, Maximum Length, and Restricted Character of that
property.
• If you do not want to specify a property value, use the format propertykey=linefeed.
• Specify only one property key and value on each line.
• Use UTF-8 character coding.
• A line starting with a hash mark (#) is a comment line.
• Characters are case sensitive.
• Blank lines are ignored.
For file names:
preset_preset-name.properties
Where:
• preset-name is 1 to 30 characters using half-width alphanumeric
characters, hyphens, underscores, and periods.

Implementing preset property definition files
Using preset property definition files in a service template requires placing
the preset property definition files in the proper folder.
Note: To implement a preset property definition file, administrative access to
the operating system is required.
Procedure
1.
2.

Identify the Vendor ID, Service Template ID and Service Template
Version for the preset property definition files.
Save the preset property definition files in the following folder:
shared-folder-name\Automation\extra_presets\vendor-ID-ofservice-template\service-template-ID\service-templateversion
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3.

4.

Open the Edit Service Template Attributes dialog box of the service
template and the values from the preset property definition files are
displayed in the Properties section.
Select a preset name and click Apply.

Managing versions
Service Builder applies the same method of managing versions to both
service templates and plug-ins. A version number is assigned when a new
service template or plug-in is created.
All service templates and plug-ins require a version number in nn.nn.nn
format (major-version-number.minor-version-number.revision-number).
Specify each of the numbers in the range from 00 to 99.
When a service template or plug-in with the same Key Name and Vendor ID
is copied, then the new copy must be assigned a new version number. A
service template or plug-in with the same Plug-in key name, Vendor ID, and
Version Number cannot be duplicated.
If two or more service templates with same service template key name and
Vendor ID exists, only the latest version of service template is displayed.
Similarly, if two or more plug-ins with same Plug-in key name and Vendor ID
exists, only the latest version of the component is displayed. To display a list
of all versions, remove the check mark from the Display Latest Version option
at the top of the dialog box.
Under some conditions, when plug-ins are updated, a service template can
end up with older versions that need to be updated to the most recent
versions. In this case, you can update individual plug-ins or all the plug-ins
for a given service template by following these steps:
1. From the Actions pull-down menu, choose the Component Version
Management option. The Component Version Management dialog box
appears.
2. If you want to update all of the plug-ins associated with the current
service template to their latest versions, select the All Apply tab. You can
see all of the plug-in component steps that are to be upgraded by
clicking Step list to be applied. If you prefer to individually specify each
of the plug-in components that you want to update, select the Individual
Apply tab and then select the version to apply for a given component
step.
3. After selecting the components to be updated, click Apply and a message
confirms that the selected version has been applied.
4. When done updating the version, click Close.
Note: After updating a plug-in version, you need to save the plug-in to retain
any modifications that you make.
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Related references
• Component Version Management dialog box on page 84

Component Version Management dialog box
You can manage versions of the component steps associated with a service
template to ensure that you are using the most current version of a given
component. You have a choice of updating all of the components, or you can
select specific components.
The following table describes the Component Version Management dialog box
fields, subfields, and field groups. A field group is a collection of fields that
are related to a specific action or configuration.
As you enter information in a dialog box, if the information is incorrect, errors
that include a description of the problem appear at the top of the box.

Table 7-4 Component Version Management dialog box
Field
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Subfield

Description

Apply to All

-

Collectively updates all step components to the latest
version.

Individual apply

-

Selectively specifies specific step components that are
updated to the latest version. When choosing this option, a
list of components is shown along with details associated
with the component and a step list where you can choose
the components to be updated from the Versions pull-down
menu. To see more details for the component, click More
and to see all of the properties associated with the
component, click List.

Step list to be applied

-

Shows the step list that includes the Step Name, Current
Component Name, Latest Version, Latest Component Name,
and Status. Information for the component to be applied is
shown in the lower portion of the dialog box. You can also
click More to see more details for the specified component
or click List to see all of the properties associated with the
component.
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Reference information
This module covers the following:
□ List of built-in service templates
□ List of built-in plug-ins
□ Locale settings for plug-ins
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List of built-in service templates
A collection of pre-configured service templates are provided with HAD.
The following service templates are provided by default and are available
immediately to begin creating services:
Name

Description

Allocate like Volumes

Allocates an identical volume for the selected server
and volume within the associated infrastructure
group.

Allocate Like Volumes and Add to Oracle

Allocates an identical volume for the selected server

Database for AIX

and volume, and adds the volume to the disk group
for Oracle ASM for AIX.

Allocate Like Volumes and Add to Oracle

Allocates an identical volume for the selected server

Database for Linux

and volume, and adds the volume to the disk group
for Oracle ASM for Linux.

Allocate Like Volumes and Add to Oracle

Allocates an identical volume for the selected server

Database for Solaris

and volume, and adds the volume to the disk group
for Oracle ASM for Solaris.

Allocate Like Volumes and Add to Oracle

Allocates an identical volume for the selected server

Database for Windows

and volume, and adds the volume to the disk group
for Oracle ASM for Windows.

Allocate Like Volumes and Create Datastore

Allocates Like Volumes and Create Datastore on

on VMware vSphere

VMware vSphere service allocates and create an
identical datastore for the selected ESX server and
datastore within the associated infrastructure group.

Allocate Volumes and Add to Oracle

Provisions a disk at storage system and adds a disk

Database for AIX

to a disk group for the Oracle ASM for AIX.

Allocate Volumes and Add to Oracle

Creates a volume on a storage system, and adds the

Database for Linux

volume to the disk group for Oracle ASM for Linux.

Allocate Volumes and Add to Oracle

Provisions a disk at storage system and adds a disk

Database for Solaris

to a disk group for the Oracle ASM for Solaris.

Allocate Volumes and Add to Oracle

Creates a volume on a storage system, and adds the

Database for Windows

volume to the disk group for Oracle ASM for
Windows.

Allocate Volumes and Create Datastore on

Intelligent allocate volumes service that allocates

VMware vSphere

volumes for a selected VMware vSphere server from
the associated infrastructure group and creates a
datastore instance on the vSphere server.
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Name

Description

Allocate Volumes for Citrix XenDesktop on

Intelligent allocation service that uses sets of

Microsoft Hyper-V

volumes from the associated infrastructure group to
be consumed by server(s) running XenDesktop on
Microsoft Hyper-V.

Allocate Volumes for Citrix XenDesktop on

Intelligent allocation service that uses sets of

VMware vSphere

volumes from the associated infrastructure group to
be consumed by server(s) running XenDesktop on
VMware vSphere.

Allocate Volumes for Generic Application

Intelligent allocation service that uses sets of
volumes from the associated infrastructure group to
be consumed by server(s) running a generic
application.

Allocate Volumes for Microsoft Exchange

Intelligent allocation service that uses sets of

Server

volumes from the associated infrastructure group to
be consumed by server(s) running Microsoft
Exchange.

Allocate Volumes for Microsoft SQL Server

Intelligent allocation service that uses sets of
volumes from the associated infrastructure group to
be consumed by server(s) running Microsoft SQL.

Allocate Volumes for Oracle Database

Intelligent allocation service that uses sets of
volumes from the associated infrastructure group to
be consumed by server(s) running Oracle ASM.

Allocate Volumes with Replication for Citrix
XenDesktop on Microsoft Hyper-V

Intelligent allocation service that uses sets of
volumes with in-system replication from the
associated infrastructure group to be consumed by
server(s) running XenDesktop on Microsoft Hyper-V.

Allocate Volumes with Replication for Citrix

Intelligent allocation service that uses sets of

XenDesktop on VMware vSphere

volumes with in-system replication from the
associated infrastructure group to be consumed by
server(s) running XenDesktop on VMware vSphere.

Allocate Volumes with Replication for Generic Intelligent allocation service that uses sets of
Application

volumes with in-system replication from the
associated infrastructure group to be consumed by
server(s) running a generic application.

Allocate Volumes with Replication for

Intelligent allocation service that uses sets of

Microsoft Exchange Server

volumes with in-system replication from the
associated infrastructure group to be consumed by
server(s) running Microsoft Exchange.

Allocate Volumes with Replication for

Intelligent allocation service that uses sets of

Microsoft SQL Server

volumes with in-system replication from the
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Name

Description
associated infrastructure group to be consumed by
server(s) running Microsoft SQL.

Allocate Volumes with Replication for Oracle

Intelligent allocation service that uses sets of

Database

volumes with in-system replication from the
associated infrastructure group to be consumed by
server(s) running Oracle ASM.

Allocate Volumes with Snapshot for Citrix

Intelligent allocation service that uses sets of

XenDesktop on Microsoft Hyper-V

volumes with in-system replication (Delta backup,
Thin Image) from the associated infrastructure
group to be consumed by server(s) running
XenDesktop on Microsoft Hyper-V.

Allocate Volumes with Snapshot for Citrix
XenDesktop on VMware vSphere

Intelligent allocation service that uses sets of
volumes with in-system replication (Delta backup,
Thin Image) from the associated infrastructure
group to be consumed by server(s) running
XenDesktop on VMware vSphere.

Allocate Volumes with Snapshot for Generic
Application

Intelligent allocation service that uses sets of
volumes with in-system replication (Delta backup,
Thin Image) from the associated infrastructure
group to be consumed by server(s) running a
generic application.

Allocate Volumes with Snapshot for Microsoft Intelligent allocation service that uses sets of
Exchange Server

volumes with in-system replication (Delta backup,
Thin Image) from the associated infrastructure
group to be consumed by server(s) running
Microsoft Exchange.

Allocate Volumes with Snapshot for Microsoft Intelligent allocation service that uses sets of
SQL Server

volumes with in-system replication (Delta backup,
Thin Image) from the associated infrastructure
group to be consumed by server(s) running
Microsoft SQL.

Allocate Volumes with Snapshot for Oracle
Database

Intelligent allocation service that uses sets of
volumes with in-system replication (Delta backup,
Thin Image) from the associated infrastructure
group to be consumed by server(s) running Oracle
ASM.

Create Datastore on VMware vSphere

Creates an LU and a data store in an environment
consisting of VMware vSphere and HDvM.

Execute Remote Command

Executes a command on the remote execution
target server.
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Name

Description

Pre-check for Datastore Creation on VMware

Checks the environment prerequisites for adding a

vSphere

virtual server (creation of LU and data store).

In addition to the service templates that are provided by default with Hitachi
Automation Director, there is a collection of other service templates that are
available for import. These templates are in the released state and can be
used immediately without having to go through the build process.
The following table lists the reserved service templates that can be imported:
Template file name (*.st)

Template name

Description

changeVMSpec_vSphere

Modify Virtual Machine

Modifies the virtual server

Configuration

configuration in the VMware
vSphere environment.

createCloneVMvSphere

Clone Virtual Machine

Creates a clone of a virtual
server in the VMware vSphere
environment.

deleteCloneVMvSphere

Delete Cloned Virtual Machine

Deletes a clone of a virtual
server in the VMware vSphere
environment.

deleteDatastoreAndLU

Delete Datastore on VMware

Deletes a data store and a

vSphere

logical unit in an environment
that includes VMware vSphere
and Device Manager.

migrateVM_vSphere

Migrate Virtual Machine

Migrates multiple virtual servers
in a VMware vSphere
environment.

osShowUsers

Get List of Users from Server

Obtains a list of Windows or
Linux OS users from a specific
host.

osShowUsersAll

Get Lists of Users from Multiple

Obtains a list of Windows or

Servers

Linux OS users from multiple
hosts.

powerOffVM_vSphere

Stop Virtual Machine

Stops multiple virtual servers in
a VMware vSphere
environment.

powerOnVM_vSphere

Start Virtual Machine

Starts multiple virtual servers
in a VMware vSphere
environment.
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rebootVM_vSphere

Restart Virtual Machine

Restarts multiple virtual servers
in a VMware vSphere
environment.

snapshotVMvSphere

Create Snapshot of Virtual

Creates a snapshot of the

Machine

virtual machine for updating
the status of a virtual server.

storageGetInfo

Get List of Storage Systems

Acquires a list of storage

from Device Manager

devices registered in Device
Manager.

vsphereAddDisk

Add Virtual Disk to Virtual

Adds a disk to a virtual server

Machine

in a VMware vSphere
environment.

vsphereDeleteVDisk

vsphereDeleteVM

Remove Virtual Disk from

Deletes a virtual server in a

Virtual Machine

VMware vSphere environment.

Delete Virtual Machine

Deletes a virtual server in a
VMware vSphere environment.

vsphereDeployVM

vsphereDeployVMCheck

Deploy and Setup OS on Virtual

Creates a virtual server in a

Machine

VMware vSphere environment.

Pre-check for OS Deployment

Checks the environment

on Virtual Machine

prerequisites for adding a
virtual server (deployment and
OS initialization)

vsphereGetInfo

Get List of Virtual Machines

Acquires a list of VMware

from VMware vSphere

vSphere virtual servers.

Imported by default, and

Pre-check for Datastore

Checks the environment

available in the Service

Creation on VMware vSphere

prerequisites for adding a

Templates tab and Service

virtual server (creation of LU

Builder.

and data store)

Imported by default, and

Execute Remote Command

available in the Service

Executes a command on the
remote execution target server.

Templates tab and Service
Builder.
Imported by default, and

Create Datastore on VMware

Creates a logical unit and a

available in the Service

vSphere

data store in an environment

Templates tab and Service

that includes VMware vSphere

Builder.

and Device Manager.

The reserved service templates have an extension of (.st) and are stored in
the following location:
HAD installation folder>/public/contents
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For instructions on how to import a service template, please see: Importing a
service template on page 24
Note: The File type properties for these service templates include connection
details for various components and should not be changed as the templates
may no longer function properly.
Warning: Some properties associated with the built-in service templates
include internal data as indicated by "Do not change". Please do not change
these properties.

List of built-in plug-ins
A collection of plug-ins are provided with HAD that you can use to create
customized service templates.
The following plug-ins are included by default:
Plug-in Name

Description

Abnormal-End Plug-in

Handles the abnormal termination of an executing flow, task,
hierarchical flow, or repeatedly executed flow.

Allocate Like Volumes Plug-in

Allocates identical newly added volumes and existing volumes
for the selected server and volume.

Allocate Volumes Plug-in

Executes the intelligent allocation of newly added volumes and
existing volumes.

Check HDvM connectivity

Determines whether or not a connection to the HDvM server
can be established.

Check LU creation

Determines whether or not the DP volume (LU) can be created.

Check VMware vCenter Server

Determines whether or not a connection to the vCenter server

connectivity

can be established.

Check data store creation

Determines whether or not a data store can be added.

Create DP volume

Creates the specified DP volume in the storage system
managed by the Device Manager.

Create Datastore Plug-in

Creates a datastore instance on VMware vSphere server.

Create data store

Adds a data store in VMware vSphere ESXi (or VMware ESX
Server).

Email Notification Plug-in

Sends emails to the specified destination.

File-Forwarding Plug-in

Transfers a file or folder to or from a remote host.

FileAdapterPlugin

Extracts a specified value from the data in JSON format. The
input data is compatible with the file-type data output by the
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Plug-in Name

Description
Allocate Volumes, Allocate Like Volumes, and Replication plugins.

Flow Plug-in

Hierarchize the flow.

General Command Plug-in

Executes a command line on the destination host.

Get canonical name of SCSI LUN

Acquires the canonical name of the SCSI LUN recognized by
VMware vSphere ESXi (or VMware ESX Server)

Interval Plug-in

Controls the interval between steps.

Judge ReturnCode Plug-in

Judges the return value of the previous step to divide the flow
of processing.

Judge Value Plug-in

Judges service property values to divide the flow of processing.

Recognize LUN

Recognizes an added or deleted LUN in VMware vSphere ESXi
(or VMware ESX Server).

Register LU in host group

Registers the specified LU in the host group in the storage
system managed by the Device Manager.

Repeated Execution Plug-in

Executes a specific flow repeatedly.

Replication Plug-in

Executes allocation of newly added secondary volumes with insystem replication.

Set FC path priority

Sets the FC path to "preferred" for the specified data store in
VMware vSphere ESXi (or VMware ESX Server)

Standard Output Plug-in

Outputs a specified value to the standard output. Do not use
this plug-in for a new service template because this plug-in is a
compatibility plug-in with the service template that was
created with the former procedure.

Terminal Command Plug-in

Executes commands on the destination host connected to by
the Terminal Connect Plug-in.

Terminal Connect Plug-in

Allows terminals to establish connections.

Terminal Disconnect Plug-in

Disconnects the terminal from the destination host connected
to by the Terminal Connect Plug-in.

Test Value Plug-in

Compares service property values and returns 0 if the values
match the judgment conditions.
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User-Response Wait Plug-in

Waits for user responses.

allocateOracleASMDG

Allocates a specified volume to the Oracle ASM disk group.

allocateOracleASMDGLinux

Allocates a specified volume to the disk group of Oracle ASM.

allocateOracleASMDGWindows

Allocates a specified volume to the disk group of Oracle ASM.

changeDeviceAttributeAIX

Changes device attributes.

changeDevicePermissionsAIX

Changes the permission of the owner and group on the device.
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Plug-in Name

Description

changeDevicePermissionsSolaris

Changes the owner and group permissions for a device.

changeDeviceSliceNoSolaris

Changes the slice number of the volume.

checkAutoMountStatusWindows

Checks whether the disk automount function in the Windows
settings is enabled.

checkMultiPathStatusAIX

Checks whether the path status is normal.

checkMultiPathStatusLinux

Checks whether the path status is normal.

checkMultiPathStatusSolaris

Checks whether the path status is normal.

checkMultiPathStatusWindows

Checks whether the path status is normal.

checkOracleASMDisk

Checks the disks in Oracle ASM.

checkOracleASMDiskLinux

Checks the disk for Oracle ASM within.

checkOracleASMDiskWindows

Checks the disk for Oracle ASM within.

checkOracleASMDisk

Checks the specified DB Server to determine if an Oracle DB is
installed. If an Oracle DB is installed, the plug-in checks
whether it is for an Oracle RAC or Single instance
configuration.

checkOracleASMDiskLinux

Checks the disk for Oracle ASM within.

checkOracleASMDiskWindows

Checks the disk for Oracle ASM within.

checkOracleServerStatus

Checks the specified DB Server to determine if an Oracle DB is
installed. If an Oracle DB is installed, the plug-in checks
whether it is for an Oracle RAC or Single instance
configuration.

checkOracleServerStatusLinux

Checks the specified DB Server to determine if an Oracle DB is
installed. If an Oracle DB is installed, the plug-in checks
whether it is for an Oracle RAC or Single instance
configuration.

checkOracleServerStatusWindows

Checks the specified DB Server to determine if an Oracle DB is
installed. If an Oracle DB is installed, the plug-in checks
whether it is for an Oracle RAC or Single instance
configuration.

checkSUDOCommand

Checks whether the sudo command can be used.

createAsmDiskPartitionWindows

Creates partitions to allow the disk to be used in Oracle ASM.

createPasswordFile

Creates a password file.

deleteDirectory

Deletes a directory.

deleteDirectoryWindows

Deletes a directory.

deleteFileOracleServer

Deletes a file on the remote server.
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Plug-in Name

Description

deletePasswordFile

Deletes password file.

formatDeviceEFISolaris

Changes the volume format to the EFI format.

getOracleDiskGroupList

Outputs a list of the disks in the disk group assigned to Oracle
ASM.

getOracleDiskGroupListLinux

Outputs the list of disks in the disk group that is assigned to
Oracle ASM.

getOracleDiskGroupListWindows

Outputs a list of the disks in the disk group assigned to Oracle
ASM.

makeDirectory

Creates a directory.

makeDirectoryName

Generated a directory with the specified name on a given
target server.

makeDirectoryNameWindows

Generated a directory with the specified name on a given
target server.

makeDirectoryWindows

Creates a directory.

mapDeviceAIX

Maps device information to devices recognized by the OS.

mapDeviceLinux

Maps device information to devices recognized by the OS.

mapDeviceSolaris

Maps device information to devices recognized by the OS.

mapDeviceWindows

Maps device information to devices recognized by the OS.

markAsmDiskPartitionWindows

Attaches labels to partitions to allow the disk to be used in
Oracle ASM.

outputDeviceAttributeAIX

Outputs volume attributes to a text file.

outputDevicePermissionsAIX

Outputs a list of device permissions to a text file.

outputDevicePermissionsLinux

Outputs a list of device permissions to a text file.

outputDevicePermissionsSolaris

Outputs a list of device permissions to a text file.

Pair Configuration Plug-in

Creates a pair for Shadow Image and Thin Image.

recognizeDeviceAIX

Performs the processing to re-recognize volumes and detect
devices.

recognizeDeviceLinux

Performs the processing to re-recognize volumes and detect
devices.

recognizeDeviceSolaris

Performs the processing to re-recognize volumes and detect
devices.

recognizeDeviceWindows

Performs the processing to re-recognize volumes and detect
devices.

VolumeReport Plug-in
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Reports volume information to Replication Manager.
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Plug-in Name

Description

setMultipathFileAndRawDevice

Performs the multi-path setting for a volume recognized by the
OS, and registers the volume as a RAW device.

setPermissionToFile

Sets the permission on the file.

Thin Image Pool Selection Plug-in

Selects a Thin Image pool.

V-Vol Provisioning Plug-in

Performs the allocation of newly added secondary virtual
volumes.

Locale settings for plug-ins
The locale setting that applies to a device on which an operation is performed
by a plug-in depends on the operating system. The following describes the
locale settings applied when plug-ins are executed in each operating system.
In Windows
When a script or command is executed on a target device, the locale and
character set of the target device should match those of HAD. The locale and
character set are determined by the settings in the Region and Language
area of the Windows Control Panel that govern date and time formats, userlevel display languages, system-level display languages, and system locale
settings.
In UNIX
The locale setting applied during plug-in execution depends on the
Character Set Auto Judgment (SSH) setting in the Create Custom Plug-in
dialog box or the Edit Custom Plug-in dialog box.
• If the check box is disabled, scripts are executed with the LC_ALL=C locale.
Make sure that commands and command parameters consist only of ASCII
characters. If a command parameter, standard output, or standard error
output contains non-ASCII characters, the characters might become
garbled and prevent the command from executing normally.
• If the check box is enabled, the script is executed using the default locale
of the connecting user. When executing a script or command on an
operation target device, the environment variable LC_ALL and LANG are set
to the default locale of the connecting user. No other environment
variables are changed.
When executing a script or a command the locale is assigned in the following
order of priority:
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Priority

Environment variable

1

Value of LC_ALL

2

Value of LC_CTYPE

3

Value of LANG
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Services catalog
Hitachi Command Suite settings are detailed in the following topics.
□ General Settings for services
□ Allocate Volumes: Service details
□ Allocate Volumes with Replication: Service details
□ Allocate Volumes with Snapshot (Thin Image): Service details
□ Allocate Volumes and Create Datastore on VMware vSphere: Service
details
□ Allocate Volumes and Add to Oracle Database: Service details
□ Allocate Like Volumes and Add to Oracle Database: Service details
□ Allocate Like Volumes: Service details
□ Allocate Like Volumes and Create Datastore on VMware vSphere: Service
details
□ Task Settings for services
□ Additional service templates
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General Settings for services
The pre-configured services include the following general settings:

Table A-1 General Settings
Settings pane

Description

Name

User-defined name for the service. Preconfigured services have default names.

Description

User-defined description for the service. Preconfigured services have default descriptions.

Status

Test or Release. Use Test if the service has not
been tested.

Tags

Use tags to classify services and help to organize
them.

Service Group

If you are copying or creating a service, you can
select a Service Group.

Service Template

Click to view a preview of the Service Template
on which the service is based.

Advanced Options

Click to choose scheduling options.

Allocate Volumes: Service details
Settings
These settings are applicable to the following service templates:
• Allocate Volumes for Microsoft SQL Server
• Allocate Volumes for Microsoft Exchange Server
• Allocate Volumes for Citrix XenDesktop on Microsoft Hyper-V
• Allocate Volumes for Citrix XenDesktop on VMware vSphere
• Allocate Volumes for Oracle Database
• Allocate Volumes for Generic Application

Table A-2 Edit Service settings
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Navigation pane

Settings pane

Description

Volume Settings

Volume Usage

Specify a Volume Usage name.

Number of Volumes

Specify the restriction of the
number of volumes to allocate.

Volume Capacity

Specify the restriction of the
size of the allocated volumes.
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Navigation pane

Advanced Options

Settings pane

Description

Storage Profile

Select a Storage Profile.

Volume Label

Specify a Volume Label to be
set. This setting is only
displayed when you set the
shared property value.

Full Allocation

For VSP G1000, by selecting
the "Enable" option, you can
reserve pages that correspond
to the specified capacity when
you create volumes.

LUN Starts From

Specify the starting logical unit
number assigned to the volume
for a host.

Number of Paths

Specify the number of LUN
paths per volume.

Host Mode

Select a Host Mode.

Host Mode Options

Select Host Mode Options.

Table A-3 Submit Service Request settings
Navigation pane

Settings pane

Description

Volume Settings

Number of Volumes

Specify the number of volumes
to allocate.

Volume Capacity

Specify the size of the allocated
volumes.

Storage Profile

Display the selected Storage
Profile.

Volume Label

Specify a Volume Label to be
set. This setting is only
displayed when you set the
shared property value.

Target Hosts

Select a target host.

Host Settings

Prerequisites
The following software is required in order to use the Allocate Volumes
service templates:
• Device Manager v8.1.1-00 or later.
• Tuning Manager v8.1.1-00 or later is required only if you want to leverage
Tuning Manager performance data to enable Automation Director to
perform an intelligent selection of the pool when provisioning across a set
of pools or arrays.
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Server requirements
The following servers are needed:
• Device Manager server
Server on which Device Manager software is installed.
• Tuning Manager server
Server on which Tuning Manager software is installed.
Default ports
Port number

Use

22015

Communication from Automation Director to
Device Manager.

22016

Secure communication from Automation Director
to Device Manager.

Supported platforms
Models with Fibre Channel as the supported interface between host and
storage system:
• Hitachi Universal Storage Platform V
• Hitachi Universal Storage Platform VM
• Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform
• Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G1000
• Hitachi Unified Storage VM
Models with Fibre Channel and iSCSI as the supported interface between host
and storage subsystem:
• Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G200
• Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G400
• Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G600
• Hitachi Adaptable Modular Storage AMS2500
• Hitachi Adaptable Modular Storage AMS2300
• Hitachi Adaptable Modular Storage AMS2100
• Hitachi Adaptable Modular Storage AMS2010
• Hitachi Unified Storage 150
• Hitachi Unified Storage 130
• Hitachi Unified Storage 110

Allocate Volumes with Replication: Service details
Settings
These settings are applicable to the following service templates:
• Allocate Volumes with Replication for Microsoft SQL Server
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• Allocate Volumes
• Allocate Volumes
Hyper-V
• Allocate Volumes
vSphere
• Allocate Volumes
• Allocate Volumes

with Replication for Microsoft Exchange Server
with Replication for Citrix XenDesktop on Microsoft
with Replication for Citrix XenDesktop on VMware
with Replication for Oracle Database
with Replication for Generic Application

Table A-4 Edit Service settings
Navigation pane

Settings pane

Description

Volume Settings

Volume Usage

Specify a Volume Usage name.

Number of Volumes

Specify the restriction of the
number of volumes to allocate.

Volume Capacity

Specify the restriction of the
size of the allocated volumes.

Storage Profile

Select a Storage Profile.

Volume Label

Specify a Volume Label to be
set. This setting is only
displayed when you set the
shared property value.

Full Allocation

For VSP G1000, by selecting
the "Enable" option, you can
reserve pages that correspond
to the specified capacity when
you create volumes.

LUN Starts From

Specify the starting logical unit
number assigned to the volume
for a host.

Number of Paths

Specify the number of LUN
paths per volume.

Host Mode

Select a Host Mode.

Host Mode Options

Select Host Mode Options.

Number of Generations

Specify the number of
generations.

Initial Copy

Specify whether or not to
create a copy pair and execute
an initial copy.

Prefix of Copy Group Name

Specify the prefix of the copy
group name.

Create Copy Pair

Specify whether or not to
creates a copy pair definition.

Storage Profile

Select Storage Profile.

Advanced Options

Copy Pair Settings

Secondary Volume Settings
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Navigation pane

Secondary Volume Advanced
Options

Settings pane

Description

Volume Label

Specify a Volume Label to be
set. This setting is only
displayed when you set the
shared property value.

Full Allocation

For VSP G1000, by selecting
the "Enable" option, you can
reserve pages that correspond
to the specified capacity when
you create volumes.

LUN Starts From

Specify the starting logical unit
number assigned to the volume
for a host.

Number of Paths

Specify the number of LUN
paths per volume.

Host Mode

Select a Host Mode.

Host Mode Options

Select Host Mode Options.

Table A-5 Submit Service Request settings
Navigation pane

Settings pane

Description

Volume Settings

Number of Volumes

Specify the number of volumes
to allocate.

Volume Capacity

Specify the size of the allocated
volumes.

Storage Profile

Display the selected Storage
Profile.

Volume Label

Specify a Volume Label to be
set. This setting is only
displayed when you set the
shared property value.

Host Settings

Target Hosts

Select a target host.

Copy Pair Settings

Prefix of Copy Group Name

Specify the prefix of the copy
group name.

Secondary Volume Settings

Display the following parameter
values that are specified in Edit
Service.
• Create Copy Pair
• Storage Profile

Backup Host Settings
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Volume Label

Specify a Volume Label to be
set. This setting is only
displayed when you set the
shared property value.

Target Hosts

Select a target host.
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Prerequisites
The following software is required in order to use the Allocate Volumes with
Replication service templates:
• Device Manager v8.1.1-00 or later.
• Tuning Manager v8.1.1-00 or later is required only if you want to leverage
Tuning Manager performance data to enable Automation Director to
perform an intelligent selection of the pool when provisioning across a set
of pools or arrays.
• Pair Management server
Device Manager Agent and CCI.
Server requirements
The following servers are needed:
• Device Manager server
Server on which Device Manager software is installed.
• Tuning Manager server
Server on which Tuning Manager software is installed.
• Pair Management server
Server on which Device Manager Agent and CCI are installed.
Default ports
Port number

Use

22015

Communication from Automation Director to
Device Manager.

22016

Secure communication from Automation Director
to Device Manager.

2001

Communication from the Device Manager agent
to Device Manager.

2443

Secure communication from the Device Manager
agent to Device Manager.

Supported platforms
Models with Fibre Channel as the supported interface between host and
storage system:
• Hitachi Universal Storage Platform V
• Hitachi Universal Storage Platform VM
• Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform
• Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G1000
• Hitachi Unified Storage VM
Models with Fibre Channel and iSCSI as the supported interface between host
and storage subsystem:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hitachi
Hitachi
Hitachi
Hitachi
Hitachi
Hitachi
Hitachi
Hitachi
Hitachi
Hitachi

Virtual Storage Platform G200
Virtual Storage Platform G400
Virtual Storage Platform G600
Adaptable Modular Storage AMS2500
Adaptable Modular Storage AMS2300
Adaptable Modular Storage AMS2100
Adaptable Modular Storage AMS2010
Unified Storage 150
Unified Storage 130
Unified Storage 110

Allocate Volumes with Snapshot (Thin Image): Service
details
Settings
These settings are applicable to the following service templates:
• Allocate Volumes with Snapshot for Microsoft SQL Server
• Allocate Volumes with Snapshot for Microsoft Exchange Server
• Allocate Volumes with Snapshot for Citrix XenDesktop on Microsoft HyperV
• Allocate Volumes with Snapshot for Citrix XenDesktop on VMware vSphere
• Allocate Volumes with Snapshot for Oracle Database
• Allocate Volumes with Snapshot for Generic Application

Table A-6 Edit Service settings
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Navigation pane

Settings pane

Description

Volume Settings

Volume Usage

Specify a Volume Usage name.

Number of Volumes

Specify the restriction of the
number of volumes to allocate.

Volume Capacity

Specify the restriction of the
size of the allocated volumes.

Storage Profile

Select a Storage Profile.

Volume Label

Specify a Volume Label to be
set. This setting is only
displayed when you set the
shared property value.

Full Allocation

For VSP G1000, by selecting
the "Enable" option, you can
reserve pages that correspond
to the specified capacity when
you create volumes.
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Navigation pane

Advanced Options

Copy Pair Settings

Secondary Volume Settings

Secondary Volume Advanced
Options

Backup Host Settings

Settings pane

Description

LUN Starts From

Specify the starting logical unit
number assigned to the volume
for a host.

Number of Paths

Specify the number of LUN
paths per volume.

Host Mode

Select a Host Mode.

Host Mode Options

Select Host Mode Options.

Group Type

Select SnapShot Group or Copy
Group.

Number of Generations

Specify the number of
generations.

CTG Option

Specify whether to use the
Consistency Group option.

Prefix of Group Name

Specifies the prefix for the
group name.

Create Copy Pair

Specify whether or not to
creates a copy pair definition.

Storage Profile

Select Storage Profile.

Average differential data size
per collection (%)

Specify the average differential
data size per collection in
percentage.

Volume Label

Specify a Volume Label to be
set. This setting is only
displayed when you set the
shared property value.

LUN Starts From

Specify the starting logical unit
number assigned to the volume
for a host.

Number of Paths

Specify the number of LUN
paths per volume.

Host Mode

Select a Host Mode.

Host Mode Options

Select Host Mode Options.

Host Group Name

Specify a Host Group Name to
connect with S-VOL. When the
host is specified through the
Submit Service Request screen,
this setting is ignored. The Host
Group Name must be created in
advance.
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Table A-7 Submit Service Request settings
Navigation pane

Settings pane

Description

Volume Settings

Number of Volumes

Specify the number of volumes
to allocate.

Volume Capacity

Specify the size of the allocated
volumes.

Storage Profile

Display the selected Storage
Profile.

Volume Label

Specify a Volume Label to be
set. This setting is only
displayed when you set the
shared property value.

Host Settings

Target Hosts

Select a target host.

Copy Pair Settings

Prefix of Group Name

Specify the prefix of the group
name.

Secondary Volume Settings

Display the following parameter
values that are specified in Edit
Service.
• Create Copy Pair
• Storage Profile

Backup Host Settings

Volume Label

Specify a Volume Label to be
set. This setting is only
displayed when you set the
shared property value.

Selected Hosts (Dummy Host
Group Name)

Specify a Single Host, Multiple
Hosts, or Host Group and then
enter the appropriate hosting
name or IP address. The Host
Group Name must be created in
advance and the specified host
must belong to the same
Resource Group as the host
specified for Host Settings.

Prerequisites
The following software is required in order to use the Allocate Volumes with
Snapshot service templates:
• Device Manager v8.1.4-00 or later
• Tuning Manager v8.1.1-00 or later is required only if you want to leverage
Tuning Manager performance data to enable Automation Director to
perform an intelligent selection of the pool when provisioning across a set
of pools or arrays.
• Replication Manager v8.1.4-00 or later
• Pair Management server
Device Manager Agent v8.1.4-00 and CCI v01-30 or later
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Note: When executing Snapshot (Thin Image) services on VSM of VSP
G1000, the user defined for Device Manager connections must have Admin
role on All Resources.
Server requirements
The following servers are needed:
• Device Manager server
Server on which Device Manager software is installed.
• Tuning Manager server
Server on which Tuning Manager software is installed.
• Pair Management server
Server on which Device Manager Agent and CCI are installed.
• Replication Manager server
Server on which Replication Manager software is installed.
Default ports
Port number

Use

22015

Communication from Automation Director to
Device Manager.

22016

Secure communication from Automation Director
to Device Manager.

2001

Communication from the Device Manager agent
to Device Manager.

2443

Secure communication from the Device Manager
agent to Device Manager.

25200

Communication from Automation Director to
Replication Manager.

Supported platforms
Models with Fibre Channel as the supported interface between host and
storage system:
• Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform
• Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G1000
• Hitachi Unified Storage VM
Models with Fibre Channel and iSCSI as the supported interface between host
and storage subsystem:
• Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G200
• Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G400
• Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G600
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Allocate Volumes and Create Datastore on VMware vSphere:
Service details
Settings
The table below lists the service details for the Allocate Volumes and Create
Datastore on VMware vSphere service template.

Table A-8 Edit Service settings
Navigation pane

Settings pane

Description

Volume Settings

Volume Usage

Specify a Volume Usage name.

Number of Volumes

Specify the restriction of the
number of volumes to allocate.

Volume Capacity

Specify the restriction of the
size of the allocated volumes.

Storage Profile

Select a Storage Profile.

Volume Label

Specify a Volume Label to be
set. This setting is only
displayed when you set the
shared property value.

Full Allocation

For VSP G1000, by selecting
the "Enable" option, you can
reserve pages that correspond
to the specified capacity when
you create volumes.

LUN Starts From

Specify the starting logical unit
number assigned to the volume
for a host.

Number of Paths

Specify the number of LUN
paths per volume.

Host Mode

Select a Host Mode.

Host Mode Options

Select Host Mode Options.

Advanced Options

Datastore Environment Settings Datastore Name Prefix
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Specify the datastore name
prefix.

VMFS Version

Specify the VMFS Version.

Block Size

Specify the Block size.

Storage I/O Control

Specify the Storage I/O
Control.

Latency Threshold

Specify the Latency threshold.
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Table A-9 Submit Service Request settings
Navigation pane

Settings pane

Description

Volume Settings

Number of Volumes

Specify the number of volumes
to allocate.

Volume Capacity

Specify the size of the allocated
volumes.

Storage Profile

Display the selected Storage
Profile.

Volume Label

Specify a Volume Label to be
set. This setting is only
displayed when you set the
shared property value.

Target Hosts

Select a target host or VMware
cluster.

Host Settings

Datastore Environment Settings Datastore Name Prefix

Specify the datastore name
prefix.

Prerequisites
The following software is required in order to use the Allocate Volumes and
Create Datastore on VMware vSphere service template:
• Device Manager v8.1.1-00 or later.
• Tuning Manager v8.1.1-00 or later is required only if you want to leverage
Tuning Manager performance data to enable Automation Director to
perform an intelligent selection of the pool when provisioning across a set
of pools or arrays.
• VMware vCenter Server v5.5, v5.1, v5.0, or v4.1.
• VMware vSphere ESXi v5.5, v5.1 or v5.0 or VMware ESX Server v4.1 for
management of virtual servers.
Server requirements
The following servers are needed:
• Device Manager server
Server on which Device Manager software is installed.
• Tuning Manager server
Server on which Tuning Manager software is installed.
• vCenter server
Server on which VMware vCenter is installed.
• ESX server
Server on which VMware vSphere ESXi (or VMware ESX Server) is
installed.
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Default ports
Port number

Use

22015

Communication from Automation Director to
Device Manager.

22016

Secure communication from Automation Director
to Device Manager.

Supported platforms
Models with Fibre Channel as the supported interface between host and
storage system:
• Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G200
• Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G400
• Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G600
• Hitachi Adaptable Modular Storage AMS2500
• Hitachi Adaptable Modular Storage AMS2300
• Hitachi Adaptable Modular Storage AMS2100
• Hitachi Adaptable Modular Storage AMS2010
• Hitachi Unified Storage 150
• Hitachi Unified Storage 130
• Hitachi Unified Storage 110
• Hitachi Universal Storage Platform V
• Hitachi Universal Storage Platform VM
• Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform
• Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G1000
• Hitachi Unified Storage VM
Models with iSCSI as the interface between the host and storage subsystems
are not supported by the Allocate Volumes and Create Datastore on VMware
vSphere services.

Allocate Volumes and Add to Oracle Database: Service
details
Settings
The settings below are applicable to the following service templates:
• Allocate Volumes and Add to Oracle Database for AIX
• Allocate Volumes and Add to Oracle Database for Solaris
• Allocate Volumes and Add to Oracle Database for Linux
• Allocate Volumes and Add to Oracle Database for Windows
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Table A-10 Edit Service settings
Navigation
pane
Oracle Server
Settings

Settings pane
Oracle Server

Oracle ASM

Description
Oracle primary
server name

In an Oracle RAC
configuration,
specify the host
name of a
primary DB
server. In the
case of Single
Instance
configuration,
specify the host
name of an
Oracle DB server.
Specify the host
name that is
registered in
Oracle DB.

Oracle member
server name
(display only
when Oracle RAC
is selected)

In an Oracle RAC
configuration,
specify the host
name of a
member DB
server. In a
Single Instance
configuration,
you do not need
to specify.
Specify the host
name that is
registered in
Oracle DB.

Oracle Server
User ID

Specify the user
ID of the Oracle
DB server.

Oracle Server
Password

Specify the OS
password of the
Oracle DB server.

Oracle Server SU
Password

Specify the SU
password of the
Oracle DB server.

Oracle ASM
instance ID

Specify the
Oracle ASM
instance ID.

Oracle grid home Specify the path
directory path
of the home
directory of
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Navigation
pane

Settings pane

Description
Oracle Grid
Infrastructure.
Oracle grid user
ID

Specify the user
ID for the Oracle
Grid
Infrastructure.

Oracle grid user
password

Specify the user
password for the
Oracle Grid
Infrastructure.

Prefix of the ASM Specify the Prefix
link name
of the ASM link
name.

Volume Settings

Disk group name

Specify the
Oracle ASM disk
group to which a
volume is to be
added.

Volume Usage

Specify a Volume
Usage name

Number of
Volumes

Specify the
restriction of the
number of
volumes to
allocate

Volume Capacity

Specify the
restriction of the
size of the
allocated
volumes

Storage Profile

Select a Storage
Profile

Volume Label

Specify a Volume
Label to be set.
This setting is
only displayed
when you set the
shared property
value.

Full Allocation

For VSP G1000,
by selecting the
"Enable" option,
you can reserve
pages that
correspond to
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Navigation
pane

Settings pane

Description
the specified
capacity when
you create
volumes.

Advanced
Options

Device File
Permission
Settings
(Only for AIX/
Linux/Solaris)

AIX Device File
Attribute
Settings
(Only for AIX)

LUN Starts From

Specify the
starting logical
unit number
assigned to the
volume for a host

Number of Paths

Specify the
number of LUN
paths per volume

Host Mode

Select a Host
Mode

Host Mode
Options

Select Host Mode
Options

Owner name for
permissions

Specify the
owner
information set
for the volume.

Group name for
permissions

Specify the
group name set
for the volume.

Permission

This property is
the access
permission
information to be
set for the
volume.

Attribute
algorithm

Specify the
channel selection
algorithm for the
multipath
feature.

Attribute mode

Specify the mode
of the health
check for the
multipath feature

Attribute interval

Specify the
interval of the
health check for
the multipath
feature.
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Navigation
pane

Settings pane

Description
Attribute queue
depth

Specify the
number of I/O
requests that
each device can
handle at one
time.

Linux ConfFile
Directory
Settings:
(Only for Linux)

multipath.conf
path

Specify the path
that contains the
multipath.conf.
This parameter
can be omitted.
If you do not
specify a value,
the directory "/
etc" or "/usr/
share/dec/
device-mappermultipath-0.4.9"
is searched. If
the file is not in
the directory, an
error occurs.

Operation Log
Settings

Directory path
used temporarily
for log files

Specify the
output directory
for log files on
the DB server.

Directory path
for log files on
the Local Server

Specify the
output directory
for log files on
the service
execution server.

TO addresses

Specify the email
addresses to
enter in the TO
field of
notification

User-Response
Wait Settings

emails sent when
the service is
waiting for a user
response.
Separate
multiple
addresses with
commas.
Example:
mailA,mailB
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Navigation
pane

Settings pane

Description
CC addresses

Specify the email
addresses to
enter in the CC
field of
notification
emails sent when
the service is
waiting for a user
response.
Separate
multiple
addresses with
commas.
Example:
mailA,mailB

BCC addresses

Specify the email
addresses to
enter in the BCC
field of
notification
emails sent when
the service is
waiting for a user
response.
Separate
multiple
addresses with
commas.
Example:
mailA,mailB

Encoding

Specify the
encoding of
notification
emails sent when
the service is
waiting for a user
response. The
encodings you
can specify are
us-ascii,
iso-2022-jp,
shift_jis, euc-jp,
and utf-8. If you
omit this
property, utf-8 is
set.

Subject line
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Specify the
subject line of
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Navigation
pane

Settings pane

Description
notification
emails sent when
the service is
waiting for a user
response.
Email text

Specify the body
text of
notification
emails sent when
the service is
waiting for a user
response.

Additional dialog
box text

Enter additional
text to appear in
the response
input dialog box,
in text or HTML
format.
Supported HTML
tags are anchor
tags, bold tags,
break tags, font
tags, italics tags,
and underline
tags.

Response
timeout time
(minutes)

Specify how long
(in minutes) the
service waits for
a user response
before timing
out. In the event
of a response
timeout, the
service will
terminate
abnormally.

Table A-11 Submit Service Request settings
Navigation
pane
Oracle Server
Settings
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Settings pane
Oracle Server

Description
Oracle primary
server name
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In an Oracle RAC
configuration,
specify the host
name of a
member DB

Navigation
pane

Settings pane

Description
server. In a
Single Instance
configuration,
you do not need
to specify.
Specify the host
name that is
registered in
Oracle DB.

Oracle ASM

Oracle member
server name
(display only
when Oracle RAC
is selected)

In an Oracle RAC
configuration,
specify the host
name of a
member DB
server. In the
case of Single
Instance
configuration,
you do not need
to specify.
Specify the host
name that is
registered in
Oracle DB.

Oracle Server
User ID

Specify the user
ID of the Oracle
DB server.

Oracle Server
Password

Specify the OS
password of the
Oracle DB server.

Oracle Server SU
Password

Specify the SU
password of the
Oracle DB server.

Oracle ASM
instance ID

Specify the
Oracle ASM
instance ID.

Oracle grid home Specify the path
directory path
of the home
directory of
Oracle Grid
Infrastructure.
Oracle grid user
ID
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Specify the user
ID for the Oracle
Grid
Infrastructure.
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Navigation
pane

Settings pane

Description
Oracle grid user
password

Specify the user
password for the
Oracle Grid
Infrastructure.

Prefix of the ASM Specify the
link name
Prefix of the ASM
link name.
Disk group name

Specify the
Oracle ASM disk
group to which a
volume is to be
added.

Host Settings

Target Hosts

Select a target
host.

Volume Settings

Number of
Volumes

Specify the
number of
volumes to
allocate.

Volume Capacity

Specify the size
of the allocated
volumes.

Storage Profile

Display the
selected Storage
Profile.

Volume Label

Specify a Volume
Label to be set.
This setting is
only displayed
when you set the
shared property
value.

Owner name for
permissions

Specify the
owner
information set
for the volume.

Group name for
permissions

Specify the
group name set
for the volume.

Permission

This property is
the access
permission
information to be
set for the

Device File
Permission
Settings
(Only for AIX/
Linux/Solaris)

volume.
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Navigation
pane

Settings pane

Description

Linux ConfFile
Directory
Settings
(Only for Linux)

multipath.conf
path

Specify the path
that contains the
multipath.conf.
This parameter
can be omitted.
If you do not
specify a value,
the directory "/
etc" or "/usr/
share/dec/
device-mappermultipath-0.4.9"
is searched. If
the file is not in
the directory, an
error occurs.

Operation Log
Settings

Directory path
used temporarily
for log files

Specify the
output directory
for log files on
the DB server.

Directory path
for log files on
the Local Server

Specify the
output directory
for log files on
the service
execution server.

Prerequisites
The following software is required in order to use the Allocate Volumes and
Add to Oracle Database service templates:
• Device Manager v8.1.1-00 or later.
• Tuning Manager v8.1.1-00 or later is required only if you want to leverage
Tuning Manager performance data to enable Automation Director to
perform an intelligent selection of the pool when provisioning across a set
of pools or arrays.
• Oracle Database 11g Enterprise Edition (v11.0.2 or later)
Note: The database system listed below must have already been set up on
the Oracle DB servers:
○ Single instance(ASM)
○ RAC 2 nodes(ASM)
Server requirements
The following servers are needed:
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• Device Manager server
Server on which Device Manager software is installed.
• Tuning Manager server
Server on which Tuning Manager software is installed.
• Oracle DB server
Server on which Oracle Database is installed.
Default ports
Port number

Use

22015

Communication from Automation Director to
Device Manager.

22016

Secure communication from Automation Director
to Device Manager.

Supported platforms
Models with Fibre Channel as the supported interface between host and
storage system:
• Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G200
• Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G400
• Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G600
• Hitachi Adaptable Modular Storage AMS2500
• Hitachi Adaptable Modular Storage AMS2300
• Hitachi Adaptable Modular Storage AMS2100
• Hitachi Adaptable Modular Storage AMS2010
• Hitachi Unified Storage 150
• Hitachi Unified Storage 130
• Hitachi Unified Storage 110
• Hitachi Universal Storage Platform V
• Hitachi Universal Storage Platform VM
• Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform
• Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G1000
• Hitachi Unified Storage VM
Models with iSCSI as the interface between the host and storage subsystems
are not supported by the Allocate Volumes services.
Operating systems and multipath drivers:
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Service

OS version

Multipath driver

Allocate Volumes and Add to
Oracle Database for AIX

AIX v7.1 (PowerPC)

OS standard (AIX v7.1
(PowerPC))
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Service

OS version

Multipath driver

Allocate Volumes and Add to
Oracle Database for Linux

Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server device6 (64-bit x86_64) v6.4
mapper-1.02.77-9.el6.x86_64.r
pm or later (Red Hat Enterprise
Linux Server 6 (64-bit x86_64)
6.4)
Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server device6 (64-bit x86_64) v6.5
mapper-1.02.79-8.el6.x86_64.r
pm or later (Red Hat Enterprise
Linux Server 6 (64-bit x86_64)
6.5)

Allocate Volumes and Add to
Oracle Database for Solaris

Solaris v10 (SPARC, 64bit)

Allocate Volumes and Add to
Oracle Database for Windows

Windows Server 2008 R2
OS standard (Windows Server
Standard/Enterprise/Datacenter 2008 R2 Standard/Enterprise/
SP1
Datacenter SP1)
Windows Server 2012
Standard/Datacenter

OS standard (Solaris 10
(SPARC, 64bit))

OS standard (Windows Server
2012 Standard/Datacenter)

Allocate Like Volumes and Add to Oracle Database: Service
details
Settings
These settings are applicable to the following service templates:
• Allocate Like Volumes and Add to Oracle Database for AIX
• Allocate Like Volumes and Add to Oracle Database for Linux
• Allocate Like Volumes and Add to Oracle Database for Solaris
• Allocate Like Volumes and Add to Oracle Database for Windows

Table A-12 Edit Service settings
Navigation pane

Settings pane

Oracle Server Settings

Oracle Server

Description
Oracle primary server
name
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In an Oracle RAC
configuration, specify
the host name of a
primary DB server. In
the case of Single
Instance configuration,
specify the host name
of an Oracle DB server.
Specify the host name
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Navigation pane

Settings pane

Description
that is registered in
Oracle DB.
Oracle member server
name(display only
when Oracle RAC is
selected)

In an Oracle RAC
configuration, specify
the host name of a
member DB server. In
the case of Single
Instance configuration,
you do not need to
specify. Specify the
host name that is
registered in Oracle
DB.

Oracle Server User ID

Specify the user ID of
the Oracle DB server.

Oracle Server Password Specify the OS
password of the Oracle
DB server.

Oracle ASM

Volume Settings
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Oracle Server SU
Password

Specify the SU
password of the Oracle
DB server.

Oracle ASM instance ID

Specify the Oracle ASM
instance ID.

Oracle grid home
directory path

Specify the path of the
home directory of
Oracle Grid
Infrastructure.

Oracle grid user ID

Specify the user ID for
the Oracle Grid
Infrastructure.

Oracle grid user
password

Specify the user
password for the
Oracle Grid
Infrastructure.

Prefix of the ASM link
name

Specify the Prefix of
the ASM link name.

Disk group name

Specify the Oracle ASM
disk group to which a
volume is to be added.

Volume Capacity

Specify the restriction
on the size of the
allocated volumes.

Number of Volumes

Specify the restriction
on the number of
volumes to allocate.
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Navigation pane
Device File Permission
Setting
(Only for AIX/Linux/
Solaris)

Settings pane

Description
Owner name for
permissions

Specify the owner
information set for the
volume.

Group name for
permissions

Specify the group
name set for the
volume.

Permission

This property is the
access permission
information to be set
for the volume.

Attribute algorithm

Specify the channel
selection algorithm for
the multipath feature.

Attribute mode

Specify the mode of
the health check for
the multipath feature

Attribute interval

Specify the interval of
the health check for
the multipath feature.

Attribute queue depth

Specify the number of
I/O requests that each
device can handle at
one time.

Linux ConfFile
Directory Settings
(Only for Linux)

multipath.conf path

Specify the path that
contains the
multipath.conf. This
parameter can be
omitted. If you do not
specify a value, the
directory "/etc" or
"/usr/share/dec/
device-mappermultipath-0.4.9" is
searched. If the file is
not in the directory, an
error occurs.

Operation Log Settings

Directory path used
temporarily for log files

Specify the output
directory for log files
on the DB server.

Directory path for log
files on the Local
Server

Specify the output
directory for log files
on the service
execution server.

TO addresses

Specify the email
addresses to enter in
the TO field of

AIX Device File
Attribute Setting
(Only for AIX)

User-Response Wait
Settings
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Navigation pane

Settings pane

Description
notification emails sent
when the service is
waiting for a user
response. Separate
multiple addresses with
commas. Example:
mailA,mailB
CC addresses

Specify the email
addresses to enter in
the CC field of
notification emails sent
when the service is
waiting for a user
response. Separate
multiple addresses with
commas. Example:
mailA,mailB

BCC addresses

Specify the email
addresses to enter in
the BCC field of
notification emails sent
when the service is
waiting for a user
response. Separate
multiple addresses with
commas. Example:
mailA,mailB

Encoding

Specify the encoding of
notification emails sent
when the service is
waiting for a user
response. The
encodings you can
specify are us-ascii,
iso-2022-jp, shift_jis,
euc-jp, and utf-8. If
you omit this property,
utf-8 is set.

Table A-13 Submit Service Request settings
Navigation
pane
Oracle Server
Settings
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Settings pane
Oracle Server

Description
Oracle primary
server name
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In an Oracle RAC
configuration,
specify the host
name of a

Navigation
pane

Settings pane

Description
primary DB
server. In the
case of Single
Instance
configuration,
specify the host
name of an
Oracle DB server.
Specify the host
name that is
registered in
Oracle DB.

Oracle ASM

Oracle member
server
name(display
only when Oracle
RAC is selected)

In an Oracle RAC
configuration,
specify the host
name of a
member DB
server. In a
Single Instance
configuration,
you do not need
to specify.
Specify the host
name that is
registered in
Oracle DB.

Oracle Server
User ID

Specify the user
ID of the Oracle
DB server.

Oracle Server
Password

Specify the OS
password of the
Oracle DB server.

Oracle Server SU
Password

Specify the SU
password of the
Oracle DB server.

Oracle ASM
instance ID

Specify the
Oracle ASM
instance ID.

Oracle grid home Specify the path
directory path
of the home
directory of
Oracle Grid
Infrastructure.
Oracle grid user
ID
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Specify the user
ID for the Oracle
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Navigation
pane

Settings pane

Description
Grid
Infrastructure.
Oracle grid user
password

Specify the user
password for the
Oracle Grid
Infrastructure.

Prefix of the ASM Specify the
link name
Prefix of the ASM
link name.
Disk group name

Specify the
Oracle ASM disk
group to which a
volume is to be
added.

Source Volume

Existing volumes

Select the
referenced
volume.

Volume Settings

Volume Capacity

Display the
restriction of the
size of the
allocated
volumes.

Number of
Volumes

Specify the
number of
volumes to
allocate.

Owner name for
permissions

Specify the
owner
information set
for the volume.

Group name for
permissions

Specify the
group name set
for the volume.

Permission

This property is
the access
permission
information to be
set for the

Device File
Permission
Setting
(Only for AIX/
Linux/Solaris)

volume.
Linux ConfFile
Directory
Settings
(Only for Linux)

multipath.conf
path

Specify the path
that contains the
multipath.conf.
This parameter
can be omitted.
If you do not
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Navigation
pane

Settings pane

Description
specify a value,
the directory "/
etc" or "/usr/
share/dec/
device-mappermultipath-0.4.9"
is searched. If
the file is not in
the directory, an
error occurs.

Operation Log
Settings

Directory path
used temporarily
for log files

Specify the
output directory
for log files on
the DB server.

Directory path
for log files on
the Local Server

Specify the
output directory
for log files on
the service
execution server.

Prerequisites
The following software is required in order to use the Allocate Like Volumes
and Add to Oracle Database service templates:
• Device Manager v8.1.1-00 or later.
• Tuning Manager v8.1.1-00 or later is required only if you want to leverage
Tuning Manager performance data to enable Automation Director to
perform an intelligent selection of the pool when provisioning across a set
of pools or arrays.
• Oracle Database 11g Enterprise Edition (v11.0.2 or later)
Note: The database system listed below must have already been set up on
the Oracle DB servers:
○ Single instance(ASM)
○ RAC 2 nodes(ASM)
• Device Manager Agent (v8.0.1 or later) and RAID Manager (v01-32-03/00
or later)
Server requirements
The following servers are needed:
• Device Manager server
Server on which Device Manager software is installed.
• Tuning Manager server
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Server on which Tuning Manager software is installed.
• Oracle DB server
Server on which Oracle Database is installed.
• Pair Management server
Server on which Device Manager Agent and CCI are installed.
Note: Device Manager Agent and CCI are only required if you want to use
global-active device pair volumes.
Default ports
Port number

Use

22015

Communication from Automation Director to
Device Manager.

22016

Secure communication from Automation Director
to Device Manager.

2001

If you specify global-active device pair volumes
in Source Volume Setting, port number 2001 is
used for communication from the Device
Manager agent to Device Manager.

2443

If you specify global-active device pair volumes
in Source Volume Setting, port number 2443 is
used for secure communication from the Device
Manager agent to Device Manager.

Supported platforms
Models with Fibre Channel as the supported interface between host and
storage system:
• Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G200
• Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G400
• Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G600
• Hitachi Adaptable Modular Storage AMS2500
• Hitachi Adaptable Modular Storage AMS2300
• Hitachi Adaptable Modular Storage AMS2100
• Hitachi Adaptable Modular Storage AMS2010
• Hitachi Unified Storage 150
• Hitachi Unified Storage 130
• Hitachi Unified Storage 110
• Hitachi Universal Storage Platform V
• Hitachi Universal Storage Platform VM
• Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform
• Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G1000
• Hitachi Unified Storage VM
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Models with iSCSI as the interface between the host and storage subsystems
are not supported by the Allocate Like Volumes and Add to Oracle Database
services.
Operating systems and multipath drivers:
Service

OS version

Multipath driver

Allocate Like Volumes and Add
to Oracle Database for AIX

AIX V7.1 (PowerPC)

OS standard (AIX v7.1
(PowerPC))

Allocate Like Volumes and Add
to Oracle Database for Linux

Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server device6 (64-bit x86_64) v6.4
mapper-1.02.77-9.el6.x86_64.r
pm or later (Red Hat Enterprise
Linux Server 6 (64-bit x86_64)
6.4)
Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server device6 (64-bit x86_64) v6.5
mapper-1.02.79-8.el6.x86_64.r
pm or later (Red Hat Enterprise
Linux Server 6 (64-bit x86_64)
6.5)

Allocate Like Volumes and Add
to Oracle Database for Solaris

Solaris v10 (SPARC, 64bit)

OS standard (Solaris 10
(SPARC, 64bit))

Allocate Like Volumes and Add
Windows Server 2008 R2
OS standard (Windows Server
to Oracle Database for Windows Standard/Enterprise/Datacenter 2008 R2 Standard/Enterprise/
SP1
Datacenter SP1)
Windows Server 2012
Standard/Datacenter

OS standard (Windows Server
2012 Standard/Datacenter)

Allocate Like Volumes: Service details
Settings
The following settings are applicable to the Allocate Like Volumes service
template:

Table A-14 Edit Service settings
Navigation pane

Settings pane

Description

Volume Settings

Volume Capacity

Specify the restriction on the
size of the allocated volumes.

Number of Volumes

Specify the restriction on the
number of volumes to allocate.
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Table A-15 Submit Service Request settings
Navigation pane

Settings pane

Description

Source Volume

Existing volumes

Select the referenced volume.

Volume Settings

Volume Capacity

Display the restriction on the
size of the allocated volumes.

Number of Volumes

Specify the number of volumes
to allocate.

Prerequisites
The following software is required in order to use the Allocate Like Volumes
service template:
• Device Manager v8.1.1-00 or later.
• Tuning Manager v8.1.1-00 or later is required only if you want to leverage
Tuning Manager performance data to enable Automation Director to
perform an intelligent selection of the pool when provisioning across a set
of pools or arrays.
• Device Manager-Agent (v8.0.1 or later) and RAID Manager (v01-32-03/00
or later)
Server requirements
The following servers are needed:
• Device Manager server
Server on which Device Manager software is installed.
• Tuning Manager server
Server on which Tuning Manager software is installed.
• Pair Management server
Server on which Device Manager Agent and CCI are installed.
Note: Device Manager Agent and CCI are only required if you want to use
global-active device pair volumes.
Default ports
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Port number

Use

22015

Communication from Automation Director to
Device Manager.

22016

Secure communication from Automation Director
to Device Manager.

2001

If you specify global-active device pair volumes
in Source Volume Setting, port number 2001 is
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Port number

Use
used for communication from the Device
Manager agent to Device Manager.

2443

If you specify global-active device pair volumes
in Source Volume Setting, port number 2443 is
used for secure communication from the Device
Manager agent to Device Manager.

Supported platforms
Models with Fibre Channel as the supported interface between host and
storage system:
• Hitachi Universal Storage Platform V
• Hitachi Universal Storage Platform VM
• Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform
• Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G1000
• Hitachi Unified Storage VM
Models with Fibre Channel and iSCSI as the supported interface between host
and storage subsystem:
• Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G200
• Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G400
• Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G600
• Hitachi Adaptable Modular Storage AMS2500
• Hitachi Adaptable Modular Storage AMS2300
• Hitachi Adaptable Modular Storage AMS2100
• Hitachi Adaptable Modular Storage AMS2010
• Hitachi Unified Storage 150
• Hitachi Unified Storage 130
• Hitachi Unified Storage 110

Allocate Like Volumes and Create Datastore on VMware
vSphere: Service details
Settings
The following service template details are applicable to the Allocate Like
Volumes and Create Datastore on VMware vSphere service template.
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Table A-16 Edit Service settings
Navigation pane

Settings pane

Description

Volume Settings

Volume Capacity

Specify the restriction of the
size of the allocated volumes.

Number of Volumes

Specify the restriction of the
number of volumes to allocate.

Table A-17 Submit Service Request settings
Navigation pane

Settings pane

Description

Source Volume

Available Datastores/Extents

Select the referenced
datastore.

Volume Settings

Volume Capacity

Specify the size of the allocated
volumes.

Number of Volumes

Specify the number of volumes
to allocate.

Datastore Environment Settings Datastore Name Prefix

Specify the datastore name
prefix.

Prerequisites
The following software is required in order to use the Allocate Like Volumes
and Create Datastore on VMware vSphere service template:
• Device Manager v8.1.1-00 or later.
• Tuning Manager v8.1.1-00 or later is required only if you want to leverage
Tuning Manager performance data to enable Automation Director to
perform an intelligent selection of the pool when provisioning across a set
of pools or arrays.
• VMware vCenter Server v5.5, v5.1, v5.0, or v4.1.
• VMware vSphere ESXi v5.5, v5.1 or v5.0, or VMware ESX Server v4.1.
For management of virtual servers.
• Device Manager Agent (v8.0.1 or later) and RAID Manager (v01-32-03/00
or later)
Server requirements
The following servers are needed:
• Device Manager server
Server on which Device Manager software is installed.
• Tuning Manager server
Server on which Tuning Manager software is installed.
• vCenter server
Server on which VMware vCenter Server is installed.
• Pair Management server
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Server on which Device Manager Agent and CCI are installed.
Note: Device Manager Agent and CCI are only required if you want to use
global-active device pair volumes.
Default ports
Port number

Use

22015

Communication from Automation Director to
Device Manager.

22016

Secure communication from Automation Director
to Device Manager.

2001

If you specify global-active device pair volumes
in Source Volume Setting, port number 2001 is
used for communication from the Device
Manager agent to Device Manager.

2443

If you specify global-active device pair volumes
in Source Volume Setting, port number 2443 is
used for secure communication from the Device
Manager agent to Device Manager.

Supported platforms
Models with Fibre Channel as the supported interface between host and
storage system:
• Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G200
• Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G400
• Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G600
• Hitachi Adaptable Modular Storage AMS2500
• Hitachi Adaptable Modular Storage AMS2300
• Hitachi Adaptable Modular Storage AMS2100
• Hitachi Adaptable Modular Storage AMS2010
• Hitachi Unified Storage 150
• Hitachi Unified Storage 130
• Hitachi Unified Storage 110
• Hitachi Universal Storage Platform V
• Hitachi Universal Storage Platform VM
• Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform
• Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G1000
• Hitachi Unified Storage VM
Models with iSCSI as the interface between the host and storage subsystems
are not supported in the Allocate Like Volumes and Create Datastore on
VMware vSphere services.
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Task Settings for services
Each pre-configured service includes task settings.

Table A-18 Task settings
Settings pane

Description

Task Name

A task name is required.

Description

Enter a description if needed.

Schedule Type
Immediate
Not all options are
available in every
Scheduled
service.

Run the task immediately when it is
submitted.
Run the task on a schedule by selecting the
start time.

Recurrence

Run the task on a recurring schedule by
selecting a start date, execution time and
interval (daily, weekly, or monthly).

Additional service templates
Automation Director provides some service templates that are not imported
by default.
The following service templates can be imported into Automation Director.

Table A-19 Additional service templates
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Template file name (*.st)

Template name

Description

changeVMSpec_vSphere

Modify Virtual Machine
Configuration

Modifies the virtual server
configuration in the VMware
vSphere environment.

createCloneVMvSphere

Clone Virtual Machine

Creates a clone of a virtual
server in the VMware vSphere
environment.

deleteCloneVMvSphere

Delete Cloned Virtual Machine

Deletes a clone of a virtual
server in the VMware vSphere
environment.

deleteDatastoreAndLU

Delete Datastore on VMware
vSphere

Deletes a data store and a
logical unit in an environment
that includes VMware vSphere
and Device Manager.

migrateVM_vSphere

Migrate Virtual Machine

Migrates multiple virtual servers
in a VMware vSphere
environment.
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osShowUsers

Get List of Users from Server

Obtains a list of Windows or
Linux OS users from a specific
host.

osShowUsersAll

Get Lists of Users from Multiple
Servers

Obtains a list of Windows or
Linux OS users from multiple
hosts.

powerOffVM_vSphere

Stop Virtual Machine

Stops multiple virtual servers in
a VMware vSphere
environment.

powerOnVM_vSphere

Start Virtual Machine

Starts multiple virtual servers
in a VMware vSphere
environment.

rebootVM_vSphere

Restart Virtual Machine

Restarts multiple virtual servers
in a VMware vSphere
environment.

snapshotVMvSphere

Create Snapshot of Virtual
Machine

Creates a snapshot of the
virtual machine for updating
the status of a virtual server.

storageGetInfo

Get List of Storage Systems
from Device Manager

Acquires a list of storage
devices registered in Device
Manager.

vsphereAddDisk

Add Virtual Disk to Virtual
Machine

Adds a disk to a virtual server
in a VMware vSphere
environment.

vsphereDeleteVDisk

Remove Virtual Disk from
Virtual Machine

Deletes a virtual server in a
VMware vSphere environment.

vsphereDeleteVM

Delete Virtual Machine

Deletes a virtual server in a
VMware vSphere environment.

vsphereDeployVM

Deploy and Setup OS on Virtual
Machine

Creates a virtual server in a
VMware vSphere environment.

vsphereDeployVMCheck

Pre-check for OS Deployment
on Virtual Machine

Checks the environment
prerequisites for adding a
virtual server (deployment and
OS initialization)

vsphereGetInfo

Get List of Virtual Machines
from VMware vSphere

Acquires a list of VMware
vSphere virtual servers.

Imported by default, and
available in the Service
Templates tab and Service
Builder.

Pre-check for Datastore
Creation on VMware vSphere

Checks the environment
prerequisites for adding a
virtual server (creation of LU
and data store)

Imported by default, and
available in the Service
Templates tab and Service
Builder.

Execute Remote Command

Executes a command on the
remote execution target server.
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Imported by default, and
available in the Service
Templates tab and Service
Builder.

Create Datastore on VMware
vSphere

Creates a logical unit and a
data store in an environment
that includes VMware vSphere
and Device Manager.

Importing service templates using a remote desktop connection
You can access the Automation Director server via remote desktop
connection and import service templates.
Procedure
1.
2.
3.

4.
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Access the Automation Director server using remote desktop connection.
Log into Automation Director with a user role higher than Develop.
Do one of the following to import service templates:
• On the dashboard, in the Guidance Menu, click Import Service
Template.
• Navigate to Tools > Service Builder and click Import under
Actions for Service Templates.
Browse to <Automation Director installation folder>\public
\contents and select a file with the .st extension.
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